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ithacanlChuck Holliday 
Sergeant Ronald Hart searches for an air pistol In the S Lot 
next to the tennis courts last Thursday night. 
Man with weapon 
arrested, charged 
By Chuck Holliday 
and Jay Miller 
Ithacan Staff 
"What I remember is sitting 
on my friends' couch drinking 
a rum and coke and then I 
remember being arrested," said 
Erik C. Lee, 21, an Ithaca 
College student currently tak-
ing a year off from studies. 
Lee, wearing only his boxer 
shorts and flip flops, allegedly 
spent last Thursday night wan-
dering the streets of the South 
Hill with an air pistol, coming 
into contact with several 
Ithaca College students. 
City and State Police and 
Ithaca College Campus Safety 
Officers apprehended Lee 
between Garden Apartments 
27 and 28 at approximately 
I :30 a.m. Friday, Sept. 12. 
State troopers handcuffed him 
and questioned him about the 
whereabouts of the pistol, 
while campus safety and city 
officers searched the Garden 
Apartments, tennis courts, C, 
R and S parking lots and the 
wooded area between Garden 
25 and Coddington Road. 
Lee was taken into custody 
by New York State Troopers, 
arrested and charged with two 
counts of fourth-degree crimi-
nal mischief and one count of 
second-degree menacing. Lee 
was released and assigned to 
appear in Town of Ithaca Court 
where, he will be arraigned on 
the three charges. 
When Lee awoke Friday 
morning, he tried to piece 
together the events of the pre-
vious night. 
"I didn't want to leave my 
room," Lee said. "I was 
scared. I was confused. I didn't 
know what the hell I had done. 
I had a couple flashbacks of 
running through the woods. I 
remember falling down in the 
road once." 
While Lee remembers little, 
others, including his house-
mate Randi Lieberman '98, 
recall the night's events. 
Lieberman said she 
returned to their Pennsylvania 
Avenue home at approximate-
ly 8:30 p.m. Thursday to find 
Lee highly intoxicated. At the 
request of Lieberman and 
another housemate, Lee went 
upstairs. Minutes later 
Lieberman said she heard 
unusual commotion coming 
from Lee's room. A houscmate 
went to check on him, and Lee 
ran out of the house with his 
air pistol, she said. Lieberman 
then called Ithaca City police. 
At 11 :45 p.m., Allyson 
see LEE, page 4 
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Student suspended 
Scott Ernst no longer at College; 
football player to return home 
By Adam B. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
Scott Ernst '98 is no longer a 
student at Ithaca College, accord-
ing to Dave Maley, director of 
puhlic information for the 
College. 
"I' vc hccn suspended from 
school for one [academic] year," 
said Ernst, who was a punter for 
the football team. 
On Sept. 7, Ernst was arrested 
for five misdemeanor~ and a vio-
lation, after allegedly harassing 
female students Emily Grow '00, 
Nicole Allen '00 and Annie Smail 
'00 with a baseball bat inside 
Terrace JO, according to campus 
safety. 
He plea bargained at Town 
Court on Wedne~day night and 
pleaded guilty to two v1olat1011~· 
hara~~mcnt and di~ordcrly con-
duct. He will ~crvc 200 hour~ of 
commumty service. 
"The charges I am convicted 
of arc part of a pica hargain," ~a,d 
Ernst. "In no way doc~ n mean 
that I am guilty of these charge~ 
It was part of a 'deal."' 
David Kim '99, who allegedly 
accompanied Ernst to the 
women's door, pleaded guilty to 
one violation of disorderly con-
duct on Wednesday night and wil I 
~crve 50 hours of community ~cr-
v1cc. Kim, an offensive lineman 
for the football team, is ~till a stu-
dent at the College, Maley said. 
Kim said he has returned to the 
football team. He wasn't allowed 
on campu~ ground~ urllil 1he ~,1u-
at1on wa~ re~olvcd. ··1 am not hil-
ler or re\cntl ul tov. artb ,111yom: 111 
the ,y,tem," K1111 ,a1tl. ""The) 
coulJ ha\e handkJ 11 a better 
way, a lairn way I never h,1d lhL· 
chance lo confront our ,tccuwr, ·· 
Grow, Allen and Smail did rH>l 
appear al the campu, 1uJ1ual 
hearing or town court. 
Ermt plan, to return home to 
Cal1forn1a and u~c the year lo 
acquire worh. experience. He ,.11d 
he may return lo the (\,liege next 
fall l<l recc1 vc the nine crcd1h he 
need, lo graduate. 
He 1, abo con~1dcnng the po~-
,ibilily ot attending .i college 111 
the San Franc,~C(l 13,t) ,trea to 
earn the credit,. 
Ermt, who recc1\ed E.1,tern 
College Athlet1c Conlcrenc·e 
Up~late New Yorh. honor nil! m 
1996. 1, still undcrnkd on 111, 
future football plan, 
Faculty lacks gender balance 
PART TWO IN 
A SERIES 
By Lauren Bishop and 
Christine Peterson 
Ithacan Staff 
Although women are well-rep-
resented in the Ithaca College 
administration, many faculty 
members feel this is not the case 
among the College faculty. There 
are now three departments at the 
College that have no women fac-
ulty members. 
Faculty members sec this as a 
cause for concern, but many arc 
hopeful that the College will 
achieve more balanced gender 
representation under the leader-
ship of the College's first woman 
president. 
The effects of downsizing 
As a result of factors such as 
declining enrollment, rising col-
lege costs, increased demand for 
financial aid and less funds allo-
cated toward salaries, the College 
and universities across the coun-
try implemented downsizing 
plans to prevent deficits. The 
changing role of financial aid 
forced the College to spend more 
money in that area. This allowed 
less money to be spent on salaries 
for faculty, staff and administra-
tion, according to a Nov. 7, 1996 
Ithacan article. As a result, 
approximately 60 positions were 
cut throughout the College from 
1994 to 1996, according to the 
College's staffing plan sum-
maries. 
Out of these 60 positions, 
. about 38 were from the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. Since 
there arc proportionally more 
women m temporary non-tenure 
clig1hlc positiom like adjunct 
professor and instructor. they arc 
also often the first ones to be cut. 
sometimes leaving no women 111 
their departments. 
This was the case with the eco-
nomics department at the end of 
the Spnng 1997 semester. Sherry 
Wctchler, assistant profcs~or of 
cconorrncs, was cnthus1a!>llcally 
recommended for tenure by her 
department and the dean, ,aid 
Frank Musgrave, profc~sor and 
chair of the econorrncs depart-
ment. But she was denied tenure 
at the provost's level for reasons 
of inst1tullonal need, Mu~grave 
said. He added he appealed the 
decision to the provost and the 
president but they refu,ed to th,-
cuss the case. 
see WOMEN, page 6 
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Relays to bring 
campus unity 
Speaker talks park conservation 
By Conor Donnelly 
Ithacan Staff 
The Office of Minority 
Affairs will sponsor Ithaca 
College's First Unity Relays 
and Ice Cream Social 
Saturday, Sept. 20. 
Keeon Gregory, director of 
minority affairs, said he hopes 
the relays will help to promote 
and encourage solidarity on 
campus. He said a relay seems 
like an appropriate way to 
gather together, considering 
the interest most students have 
in being healthy and athletic. 
"Last year there were a 
number of racial and ~exual 
discrimination mcidenb that 
happened on campw,, 
Gregory ~aid. "We need to 
make Ithaca College a mvre 
welcoming place." The relays 
will set the tone for teamwork 
and unity among the College 
community. 
The relay teams will be 
made up of 1nd1viduab who 
otherwise wouldn't come in 
contact with each other. 
faculty, ~taff, admimstration 
and students will be placed i:rn 
four-person relay teams. 
After the relays, several 
~peakers will talk about issues 
of racism, sexism and other 
forms of discrimination. 
"We are here to learn and 
Take part. 
Ithaca College's First 
Unity Relays llnd Ice 
Cream Social Saturday, 
Sept. ·20, 1997 
Buttermilk Field 
9 a.m. - Registration 
for events 
10 a.m. - Relays/Fun 
Walk 
11 a.m. - Ice Cream 
Social and Public 
Presentation on building 
community and fighting 
discrimination 
grow as people," Gregory said. 
"It 1s time to come together 
and work toward that common 
goal." 
Anyone interested in partH.:-
1pating can pick up pre-regis-
tration forms at the minority 
affairs office on the third floor 
of the campus center, or call 
the office at 274-1692. 
A fun walk along will also 
be part of the festivities for 
those not taking part in the 
relays. All participants will 
receive a certificate of partici-
pation and a voucher for the 
Ice Cream Social. There is a 
$1 fee for non-participants. 
By Matt Dickinson 
Ithacan Staff 
Kara Hagedorn, a naturalist for 
the New York State Parks, spoke 
to several Ithaca College students 
Wednesday about the importance 
of changing certain areas from 
residential to conservation zones. 
The speaker was sponsored by 
the Ithaca College Environmental 
Society (ICES). James Sharp '98, 
president of ICES, said the group 
plans to act on the information the 
speaker provided. "A lot of stu-
dents here really enjoy the parks, 
but don't know all the politics 
that go on," he said. 
The town of Ithaca is currently 
in the process of developing the 
Park, Recreation and Open Space 
Plan, Hagedorn said. This plan 
proposes setting aside some areas 
that have been inappropriately 
zoned for residential development 
for conservation. 
This gives citizens of the 
region a chance to point out 
places in nature they believe 
should be preserved, and also 
acquire buffer zones around the 
parks to prevent construction near 
them, Hagedorn said. 
"It doesn't do any good to 
have these wilderness areas if 
they're surrounded by construc-
tion," she said. 
She showed a slide show about 
the history and geography of the 
parks in this area. There arc 28 
state parks in the Finger Lake 
region, -four of them within 10 
miles of the College. 
Hagedorn stressed that stu-
dents and citizens should get 
r-----------------------, 
I 
Flashback to the-BO's: 
at the Outdoor Movie 
8Ponsorec1 by Residence Hall AssodatioJI 
1 Saturday, Sept. 20th 
: @ 8:30 p.m. 
: in the 
I 
: Campus Center Quad 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l' ~12_n! J!.~:_ h_!:1!:_k_;~,f!:~d_:_ !:_~ _H_::~ ~~':;~ ~ 
involved in 
this cause. A 
public hearing 
on the issue is 
tentatively 
scheduled for 
Oct. 7. "The 
town board has 
to listen to 
anything you 
say at the hear-
i n g 
H d "d R~.:---:-= ~ -age orn sa1 . ,_ ·"-~--.-·:-.-·..-. 
"I just feel ,-.;_ 
that nature is a p.. __ _,,.. -;:,;1,a;,-
must," said L_/::::_......:=:::::~!I!~ 
Todd Pray '99, The Ithacan/ Angela Wilson 
who attended Kate Hagedorn, a New York state naturalist, raises 
the lecture. environmental concerns. 
Briefly 
• The Sunrise Yoga Center 
has opened in downtown 
Ithaca, at 119 South Cayuga 
St. above the Comer 
Bookstore. All ages and levels 
of experience are welcome. 
For more information, call the 
Center at 272-6108. 
• Suicide Prevention and 
Crisis Service of Tompkins 
County is looking for volun-
teers to train as crisis coun-
selors. Call 272-1505 to 
reserve a space in the fall 
training class. 
CORRECTIONS 
• Michelle Waterman '99 is a 
physical therapy major, not 
cinema/photography. 
• Scott· Ernst was not brought 
up on assault charges. 
• It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors to fact. Please 
contact the news department 
at 27 4-3207. 
DATE: Sept. 18 & 19 
TIME: 1 O a.m. - 3 p.m. 
LOCATION: The ,Ithaca College Bookstore 
Your News 
Source. 
TheITHACAN 
"The newspaper for the Ithaca Co/leg': Community" 
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Students caught spying in Lyon showers 
By Robert B. Bluey 
Ithacan Staff 
A "suspicious circumstance" 
reported to the Office of Campus 
Safety last Sunday has left some 
students wondering who may be 
~pying on them in the shower. 
A resident assistant in Lyon 
Hal I reported male students 
climbing into the ceiling via the 
third floor kitchen and across to 
the women's showers, according 
to a campus safety report. 
Rory Rothman, director of res-
idential life, said the situation 1s 
currently under investigation. 
He said he had no comment 
relating to the identities of the 
male students. 
Dave Maley, director of public 
information for the College, said 
the investigation will continue. 
"The male students have not 
been identified at this time," he 
said. 
Craig Tiede, residence director 
for Lyon/Bogart/Clarke/Landon 
Halls, said he couldn't discuss 
any details of the incident at this 
time. "I am bound by the rules of 
confidentiality," he said. 
However, Tiede said Dan 
Trongone '99, resident assi~tant 
for the second floor of Lyon, was 
relieved of his dut1c, yesterday 
afternoon m a meeting with 
Dorcsc Doskal-Scaffido, the area 
coordinator. 
Trongone ~aid he would not 
comment on the mc1denh and 1f 
they arc related, hut he did ,ay 
that he wa, no longer a re,1dent 
a,,1,tant and ht: would appeal the 
dcc1,on 
Some female re,1dcnh of I .\'()fl 
Hall mtcrv1cwcd ,aid lhn arc 
afraid to tal,..c ,h()wcr,. hul v.<>uld-
n't comment furthn 
Robert L1hrett1 ·oo .. 1 1c,1tknt 
ol Lyon Hall 1-., c1n.:ul.1t111g .1 pct1-
t11111 ,upport1ng Trflng11nL· 
Solar. hX ,tudcnh 111 the \J,tll 
have ,1gned the pct1t1<111 th.11 rL·ad, 
""he wouldn"t do an:tl11ng l11'c 
thl\ .. 
Enc No,cv.orth 01 .md B<>h 
Yo,pcr ·01 wt:rc anwng ,tudcnh 
who ,1gncd the pct1tl()n 
No,cworth ,aid. · There arc 
other rnc,dcnh on carnpu, will 
RA'~ that arc more ,n·erc. tah 
dnnkmg for rn,tancc."" 
Maley said since the incident, 
the kitchen vent has been sealed 
and closed off, preventing anyone 
from gaining access to the 
women's showers. 
Students have signed a petition supporting Dan 
Trongone '99, a resident assistant In Lyon Hall 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
who was relieved of his duties this week. It is 
unclear if he is related to the shower incident. 
Trongone would not comment 
,aying only that an mc1dent had 
m fact, occurred. 
Registrar to place student information online 
By Allison Herrling 
Ithacan Contributor 
Within a few months, long 
lines at the Registrar's office may 
he a thing of the past. 
Registrar John Stanton said the 
College plans to develop a Web 
page where students can access 
personal information. 
They will be able to find infor-
mation about their schedule, tran-
script and financial aid informa-
tion with any computer connected 
to the College. 
Stanton said the changes could 
be in place by the end of this 
semester. 
'The time llne 1s not con-
crete," he said. "We're not po~i-
t1vc exactly when this is going to 
get up and running. We need to do 
a lot of testing on it first, before 
we actually put it up for students 
to USC. 
"The registrar's office has run 
on computers for a long time, hut 
what we're working on right now 
is development of using the web 
where students will be able to 
access certain parts of their infor-
mation on computer. 
"When [the College J finally 
gets it developed [students] will 
he able to access [their] sched-
ules, view it online," he said. 
Some students may be con-
cerned about ,ccunty of their pn-
vatc infonnation being onlinc. 
However. Stanton said stu-
dents will he given a Personal 
Access Code. which the student 
will he able to control individual-
ly. 
"You have to always he con-
scious that this 1s personal mfor-
mation," Stanton said. 
"Became. 1f they don't. the next 
person that slls down will he ahlc 
to look at that ,tudcnt", pcr,onal 
information." 
Stanton said the College will 
he 1s~uing a pamphlet about ~ecu-
-rity of student"s per,onal file,. 
All students at the College will 
not have access to the new ,y,tem 
at the ~ame time. 
'This will all be pha,ed 111 
over a pcnod of lime.'' Stanton 
said. 
"This will phase people mto 
the system over an extended pen-
od of lime vcrsu~ trymg to put 
everyone on line al the ,amc 
mmute," he added. 
Stanton abo added there i, ,u 
much that can he done on the \\"ch 
to make lhrng, more cun\cn,ent 
for ,tudent,. 
"A!-. we go through the :le\! 
three or tour ,eme,tc1, \\ c : ntend 
to put quite " fC\\ :!l,IJC 'L'ICCn, 
up," he ,aid. 
Collen Cleary '98 and Charlotte J. Richardson, 
transcript services specialist for the registrar, 
The Ithacan/Elizabeth Press 
work in the registrars' office. Soon, students 
will be able to access information onllne. 
·'Students arc going to have to 
be aware that they have to take 
precaution, that when they arc in 
a work room and their informa-
tion is up on a screen they get out 
of it before they walk away from 
the terminal," Statnon added. 
"There will he the .1hd1t\ t" 
order transcript, thruugh the Wch. 
the ability· to order cert1l1cat1on, 
through the Web. A, mformallon 
expands on the Web sllc. ,tudcnt, 
will be ahlc to accc,s mnre rnfor-
mation about thcrnsc I vc~ w11h 
more convenience, Stanton 
added. For information contact 
the registrar. 
4 Bedroom Houses 
For 1998-99 Academic Year!! 
' . 
~ . . . ., . ~ . ·. 
~.. ~· ·-~~--· ... ,, ... ~ :~.·,,::. .. ~-... '. : ;,., 
t;;et the~ hOMSeS while the 
are still available! 
SHARMA ASSOC. 
Call 272-9361 (D) or 564-0270 (E) 
BIG 
AJ.,'S 
PIZZA 
272-3448 
I f03 DANBY RD. 
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. to I a.m. 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday: 11 a.rn. to I a.m. 
Saturday: Noon to I a.m. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
* Help Wanted - Drivers Needed 
r----------
--------, ! $5 .99 LARGE PIZZA & 2 16 OZ. SODAS 
I (TAX INCLUDED) 
I *YOU MUST MENTION AD WHEN ORDERING AND PRESENT IT UPON PURCHASE"'* 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IEXP1RES 9/25/97 NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER .J 
~-------------------------------
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LEE 
continued from page 1 
Burley '98 heard a crash. "My 
housemate and her boyfriend 
were in the kitchen," she said. "I 
heard this noise. It almost sound-
ed like they had dropped a pan." 
After hearing the crash again. 
Burley called 911. Ithaca Polu:e 
officers arrived minutes later. 
Clo\e to I a.m., Angela Fugue! 
·oo saw a figure on Coddington 
Road with what appeared to he a 
p1~tol "It really looked like a 
;;un," said Fugue!, who thought 
he was a friend playing a Joke on 
her. "I thought It was a toy gun." 
A friend not11:ed Fuguct's car 
was damaged. Troopers told 
Fuguct that It was Lee who hrokc 
the d1rect1onal m her car, and who 
tampered with another car in the 
driveway. 
Dave Maley. director of puhhc 
information for the College, said 
an admm1strator from the Ithaca 
School District called on Friday 
with news ahout the incident. "A 
student waiting at a bus. stop that 
morning had seen in a ditch what 
looked like a gun," Maley said. 
"[The) admmistrator then notified 
campus safety." 
Campus safety later located 
the air pistol on Coddington 
Road, near the hack entrance to 
the College, Maley said. 
Lee said he still docs not recall 
specific details of the night, but 
has since had lllne to reflect. "I 
sat down this morning and sort of 
thought It out," he said. 'Tm not 
a violent person or anything," Lee 
said. "I read Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. 
Hyde [ freshman year) and imme-
diately assumed the thing Dr. 
Jcckyl took or drank or whatever 
was supposed lo be compared lo 
alcohol. It takes the quiet, unas-
summg person and turns them 
into a raving monster." 
Lee _said he regrets what hap-
pened and is trying to put the 
experience behind him. " I went 
to my first AA meeting," he said. 
"I want to say I'm sorry. I'm not 
going to ask anybody to forgive 
inc for that ... It boils down to, I 
had a problem. I didn't catch it 
soon enough, and I broke down." 
Physical Plant 
Electrician 
Campus Safety & S.A.S.P. 
Life Safety 
Cindy Davenport, Margie Kelly 
Conference & Events Services 
Roger Eslinger 
Campus Center & Activities 
MEET THE PREZ 
President WIiiiams speaks to Darren 
Winston '99 and Erin Fortier '99 at the 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1997 
President's reception held In Emerson 
SuHes last Thursday. 
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-Pr:2.6SENTS: 
Save the world. 
Recycle this Ithacan. 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1997 
Newspaper programs deliver 
By Robert B. Bluey 
Ithacan Contributor 
Approximately 220 Ithaca 
College students, faculty mem-
bers and administrators purchase 
a subscription to the New York 
Times each semester, said 
Michael Bov1, director of College 
stores. 
The subscription costs $26.40 
per semester and $54.40 for the 
year. There is also no paper deliv-
ery on weekends or during school 
hreaks. 
However at Penn State 
University some 17,000 students 
living in residence halls at the 
main campus and eight additional 
campuses can pick up a copy of 
the New York Times for only $5 a 
semester. 
CHALKDUST 
They c:1n also choose between 
USA Today, the local Centre 
Daily Times, and the student 
paper, The Daily Collegia11. 
An experimental program at 
Penn State, authorized for the 
spring 1997 semester, was a suc-
cess, delivering newspapers to 
550 residence halls. 
"Students who received the 
New York Times and Centre Daily 
Times had a better understanding 
of local events and a better 
knowledge of national and inter-
national events," said Bill Mahon, 
director of public information for 
Penn State. 
John B. Oblak, vice president 
of student affairs and campus life 
at Ithaca College, said, 'Tm in 
favor of anything that helps the 
students." 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
This chalk figure, drawn by J.J Auslander '99 greeted 
residents of the Garden Apartments. 
Before a program i~ 11nplc-
mented he would have to deter-
mine whether there 1s ~tudent 
interest in such a venture. 
Mahon said the program at 
Penn State, in its fourth week, is 
doing very well. He ~aid Penn 
State -started the semester pur-
chasing I ,300 copies of each 
newspaper. 
Within a week the university 
was supplying 4,100 copies of 
USA Today, 3,000 copies of the 
New fork Times and 2,000 copies 
of the Centre Daily Times. 
Mead Loop, assistant profes-
sor of television-radio, requires 
his Journalism students to pur-
chase newspapers. He said read-
ing a variety of newspapers gives 
students a greater knowledge of 
the events taking place in the 
world. 
Loop said it is important for 
students to read, but it should not 
be mandated for all students to 
have to pay a fee for any of the 
newspapers. 
"It would be like adding a fee 
for intramural sports, even though 
not every student takes part in 
them," he said. 
He also said purchasing a 
newspaper to replace a textbook 
is still cheaper than most text-
books. 
Jill Swenson, associate profes-
sor of television-radio, requires 
students to purchase a subscrip-
tion to the New York Times. 
Alyssa Van Wie '00 said she 
would be interested in a program 
similar to Penn State's. 
"I don't mind paying for the 
New York Times because it's for a 
cla~~." Van Wie ~aid ··nut ,ce111g 
a~ II 1s for education, II would he 
nice II the school could get a pro-
gram that would not only save 
~tudents money, hut abo promote 
more active rcad111g of a daily 
new~papcr hy lowering the cmt ·· 
Nichola~ Taran! '()(), pre!>ldent 
of the Re~idcncc Hall 
A~sociat10n, said, "Anyth111g can 
he done on campu~ if the student 
body, faculty and adm1111!-trat1011 
~cc eye-to-eye on an 1s~uc ·· 
Taran! said tlm type of pro-
gram would have to he 
rc~earched. and then propo,cd to 
RHA. 
Mahon ~aid the Penn State 
president's staff developed a pilot 
program. 
After the expcmnental pro-
gram in the spring semester, those 
students who received newspa-
per5 were more aware of national 
and international news 
Bovi said that Mac's provide~ 
and sells newspapers as a ~crv1ce 
to the Ithaca College community. 
Mac's offers six newspaper~. 
including the Ithaca Journal, 
New York Pust, New York Times, 
the Post-Standard, USA Today 
and the Wall Street Joumal. 
Ohlak said the College pro-
vides areas where student~ can 
pick up the Ithaca Times, a free 
weekly newspaper focus111g on 
issues in the city of Ithaca. 
Even though the College ha~ 
placed newspapers in these loca-
tions, many students said they 
were unaware. 
Van Wie, a broadcast journal-
ism major, said, "As a freshman, I 
had neither a daily subscription, 
OIJNDS BILLBOARD's® Top SO *$11.99 *Excep~is~~ 
List $15.98 Dist. 
How To Make 
The Perfect Martini. 
'INE Compact Discs 
Ever da LOW Prices! 
BECK 
-ODELAY-
*$12.99 Labels. 
List $16.98 
10,000 Maniacs 
-Love Among the.Ruins-
~ 
·\·r·-... / .,_,,, 
c~-~ 
L. J.S. LIMITED Presents 
"Barlaulingfor du 90's" 
6 week seminar 
Holiday-Inn Ithaca 
Mon.6:30-9:30 p.m. 
starts 9/29 
$169 or pay weekly only $29 
1-800-266-8683 
Till·. [TIIACAN 5 
Newspapers 
Ithaca Journal 
New York Post 
New York Times 
Post-Standard 
USA Today 
Wall Street Journal 
nor cable. ,o I wa, al111<i'>I com-
pletely detached from the world·· 
"H;n111g a Ne\\' Yor/... Ji111n 
,uh~cnpt1on allow, me to ~lay 111 
touch with the new, and he aware 
of what\ happenmg 111 the world 
oub1de ot Ithaca,"· ,he added 
Oblak. ,aid there " ,t t 111.rnu.tl 
1~~uc involved 111 a ncw,paper 
program like Penn State·~ 
"In order to make a large num-
ber of newspaper~ available tor 
~tudent~, the College would have 
to make II a budget item,"" he 
~aid. 
However, Mahon ~aid Penn 
State worked with each new~pa-
pcr to get the lowc~t po~,ihle rate, 
while charging the add111onal five 
dollars per ~crnc~tcr to help fund 
the program The umvcr~ity 11<,clf 
doc~ not pay for the ncw,paper~. 
In order to cope wllh the d1,-
posal of the new,paper,, Penn 
State worh with the Pcnnl'v1ukh 
Company, whrch ~hrcd, the 
ncwspnnt 
Not only 1~ the company help-
mg with the rccyclmg clfort~. hut 
will also he prov1d111g ~cholar-
sh1p~ hased on the amount of 
ncwsprmt collected. 
Ohlak said Ithaca College ha~ 
a recycling program, which 
allows students to dispose of 
many paper producb, including 
newspapers. 
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continued from page 1 
"She was an outstanding 
teacher and researcher," 
Musgrave said. "I even offered 
the College resignation of myself 
in order to make room for her and 
they didn't even take that. I'm 
sllll not recovered from it and I 
douht I ever will." 
Acting Provost Mary Lee 
Seihcrt declined to discuss the 
case, as 11 1s a personnel matter. 
Musgrave said the department 
enJoyed the gender and racial hal-
ancc they had hcfore downsizing, 
and expressed concern at the 
effect an all-male department has 
on students. "It's so nnportant for 
whites and males to sec that other 
racial backgrounds and genders 
can perfom1 well," he ~aid. 
In addition to Wetchler, two 
other female economics profes-
sors, Kirsta Glenn and Rochelle 
Ruffer, were not eligible for 
tenure as a result of downsizing at 
the end of the Spring 1995 semes-
ter, Musgrave said. "This means 
more than you would expect by 
the numbers," he said. 
1l1e history department cur-
rently consists only of male pro-
fessors. At the end of the Fall 
1995 semester, the history depart-
ment lost its only female faculty 
member, Pat Wasyliw. 
Wasyliw, who taught a 
women's history course, was at 
the College for seven years before 
her position as assistant professor 
was cut because of downsizing. 
She was hired for a non-tenure 
track position, and was the first 
woman to teach in the history 
department since 1965. 
Now, Wasyliw is an adJunct 
history professor at the College, 
teaching two sections of 
Foundations of Western 
Civilization. She is also a writing 
professor at Elmira College. 
Paul McBride, professor and 
chair of the history department 
said no one in the history depart-
ment is currently qualified to 
teach the women's history course 
that Wasyliw taught. "It's almost 
inconceivable that in this era we 
would not have someone to teach 
women's history," he said. 
The women's studies program 
has also been badly damaged as a 
result of the discontinuation of 
the course, McBndc said. He 
added that he considers women's 
history to he as important as 20th 
century U.S. History when look-
ing at the quality of a history cur-
riculum as a whole. 
McBride said he is fundamen-
tally opposed to hiring people on 
the basis of gender, and that he 
first looks for people who arc 
good historians. However, he 
said, "For a student body to come 
across a department that is entire-
ly white male has got to send a 
message that is discouraging." 
1ne third department at the 
College that has an all-male fac-
ulty 1s the physics department. 
Ahren Sadoff, professor and chair 
of the physics department, said 
not many women go into physics, 
and the pool of female candidates 
is small. 
Sadoff said the last time there 
was a search for a new physics 
professor, they gave high priority 
to female candidates. He said 
there was a woman up for the 
position, but she accepted a job 
elsewhere. As far as the effect that 
an all-male faculty has on stu-
dents, Sadoff said, "I certainly 
hope that it doesn't have any 
effect, but possibly some female 
students would feel more com-
fortable with a female professor." 
A microcosm of society 
Many Ithaca College profes-
sors said the issues surrounding 
women at the College are not 
unusual. "Ithaca College is of 
course not divorced at all from 
the larger picture," McBride said. 
McBride said he remembers 
that in the early 1980s a handful 
of administrators held the opinion 
that women did not need full-time 
employment as much as men did, 
because they were not considered 
the main bread-winners for fami-
lies. He said he thinks that atti-
tudes on the College campus have 
kept up with the changing atti-
tudes of society as a whole. 
Linda McBride, associate pro-
fessor of psychology, said she 
thinks women's advancements at 
the College have coincided with 
their advancements in society. 
Likewise, Zillah Eisenstein, 
professor of politics, said she has 
observed the support for women's 
issues on campus come and go 
with time. Eisenstein said she was 
hired in the late 1970s at the 
height of the women's movement, 
and she recalled a strong desire at 
the time to find someone to teach 
women's studies. 
"This is not particular to Ithaca 
College but all society," said 
Judith Barker, coordinator of 
Planned Parenthood of Tompkins County 
provides affordable, quality health care, 
with a wide range of services, including: 
• Annual exams & infection checks 
• Birth control including Depo & Norplant 
• Pregnancy testing & counseling 
• Midlife services 
• Abortion 
• Cervical cancer screening & treatment 
• STD testing & treatment 
• HIV counseling & testing 
• Sexuality education programs 
And we accept many forms of insurance. 
So rely on the name you've always 
trusted ... 
tFil Planned Parenthoo~ II=" of Tompkins County 
314 West State Street, 273-1513 
Open Mon.-nun. llltll 8:00 pm., Fri. ll'ltll 4:00 pm. 
(2)01dsmobile ®TOYOTA 
Bill Cooke 
Above Triphammer Plaza 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
35 Cinema Dr. 
Cadillac-Oldsmobile-Toyota 
Bus: (607) 257-1515 
Fax:(607) 257-4542 
bcooke@clairit connect.col"T' 
women's studies and associate 
professor of sociology. 
"Sometimes women don't have 
the same access to the power 
structure." 
Barker is not the only profes-
sor who sees a male-dominated 
power structure both at Ithaca 
College and nationwide. 
Institutes of higher education 
have historically had a hierarchy 
of power that is oriented toward 
men, Eisenstein said. "They arc 
set up with the silent privilege of 
masculinity," she said. 
Sandra Herndon, a professor 
and chair of the graduate program 
in corporate communication, 
came to Ithaca College in 1976 
and became a full professor in 
1993. She agreed that the hierar-
chy of the College is still a pyra-
mid with more women than men 
at the bottom, and said there's still 
a long way to go. 
Looking to the future 
Tom Salm, vice president of 
business affairs, said the downsiz-
ing process was completed at the 
end of the 1996-1997 academic 
year. While no more positions 
may be cut, there are still three 
departments with no women fac-
ulty members. 
Nancy Pringle, vice president 
and College attorney, said the 
administration is working with 
the faculty on this matter. "We're 
trying to think of creative solu-
tions," she said. Offering volun-
tary separation programs to peo-
ple who are interested in leaving 
positions as faculty members 
would free up positions that 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1997 
would hopefully attract women, 
she added. 
Once a position has been 
downsized, it essentially disap-
pears, Seibert said. But there arc 
always searches going on to fill 
vacancies, she added. 
Women faculty members arc 
optimistic about Peggy Williams' 
presidency because they believe 
she will bring change to the 
College. Herndon said she thinks 
the appointment of Peggy 
Williams as president will have 
an impact on the campus. "The 
discourse changes depending on 
who's in the room," she said. 
"She brings with her an attitude 
of candor and openness." 
The appointment of Peggy 
Williams as president also sets a 
positive example for the rest of 
the campus, said Mary Arlin, pro-
fessor of music. "It continues to 
make people sensitive to the fact 
that women are just as capable of 
doing all the jobs in academia as 
the men," she said. 
In addition to serving as an 
example, the president can also 
play a part in helping to promote 
other women, said Carolyn 
Byerly, assistant professor of tele-
vision-radio. 'The president has 
an opportunity to advance 
women's status in every way, not 
only through promotion and hir-
ing, but also in mentoring young 
women and demonstrating how 
[female) leadership can be both 
democratic and egalitarian rather 
than authoritarian," she said. 
"I'm hopeful, and I haven't 
been hopeful for a long time," 
Wasyliw said. 
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Survey: Students not eating healthy foods 
By Jessy Adams 
Ithacan Staff 
The idea of eating in the din-
ing hall can be an experience of 
sheer terror for finicky caters. 
Time restraints and picky stom-
achs often make the process of 
choosing a meal difficult. It 
seems easier to consume pizza, 
frcnch fries, chicken nuggets and 
hamburgers than attempt to con-
struct a nutritional meal. 
According to a Sept. 5 New 
York Times article, 16 percent of 
the 3,307 young adults inter-
viewed by telephone were eating 
meals that did not meet any of the 
federal guidelines on nutrition. 
Guidelines by the Department 
of Agriculture suggest that 
teenagers' diets include no more . 
than IO percent of calories from 
fat and artificially added sugars. 
Recent studies also show that 
many teenagers acquire more 
than 40 percent of their calories 
from fat and artificial sugars. Sue 
Travis, registered dietician in 
Tompkins County, believes that 
meals containing vegetables, 
fruits and protein are often avoid-
ed because of a Jack of accessibil-
ity or nutritional motivation by 
students. 
David Spano, associate direc-
tor of Ithaca College's counseling 
center said he also attributes some 
of teenagers' poor eating habits to 
the compensation for needs. 
"Overeating, or poor eating 
can often be a compensation for 
feeling," Spano said. "Students 
may fill up on food as a way to 
compensate for psychological 
emptiness. On the other hand, not 
eating, starving 
or the withhold-
ing of food may 
be a way for stu-
dents to stop 
growth, allow-
ing them to stay 
in adolescence." 
The stress 
levels connect-
ed with the 
adjustment to 
college living 
also contributes 
to students' poor 
eating habits, 
Spano said. He 
~ees unbalanced 
diets as a com-
ly fatty and lacking nutrients, 
helps make it easier to cat on the 
run, Travis said. She said these 
foods arc often more expensive 
and do little to contnhutc to a 
healthy diet. 
"I think increased products of 
Mona Darwish ·99 ~aid her 
poor eating hahih stem from a 
lack of availahlc low fat option, 
at the dining hall. 
"My eating hablls have defi-
nitely changed since I came to 
college," Darwish said. "I don"t 
cat very well at 
all and consume 
more fally foods 
I think 11 ·~ 
because there 
aren't many low-
fat food~ avail-
ahlc at the dirnng 
hall. I try to cat 
healthy here hut 
it\ really diffi-
cult." 
Trav1~ ~aid the 
prc.,~urc~ ol 
going olf to 
mon end result The Ithacan/Kristina Fetkovich 
of changing Many students often tum to canned foods for nutrition, even 
school and hcing 
launched into 
sci f-responsihil 1-
ty arc factors 111 
this problem. 
"food selections 
make a h1g dif-
ference," she 
c n vi ro nm en ts though they are not included in the Food Guide Pyramid. 
and lifestyles. 
"College creates many differ-
ent levels of stress [because] it's 
so different from high school," 
Spano said. 'There are heavy aca-
demic and social pressures which 
can lead to overeating or not eat-
ing at all." 
The growing availability of 
"quick foods," which are general-
convenience which arc rapidly 
emerging on the market can lead 
to the destruction of a healthy 
diet," she said. "While students 
do have hectic schedules they 
need to learn how to eat. Poor 
eating habits can be blamed on a 
variety of factors, not just one 
thing." 
said. "Unfortunately, many stu-
dents face nutrition misinforma-
tion and [not] knowing what the 
basic nutritional needs arc." 
However, Ben Holmes '01 
helieves his eating habits have 
improved since he came to col-
lege. "I definitely eat a lot more 
pasta, because that area of the 
dining hall usually has the ,hort-
est lrne," Holme~ ~aid. "'The other 
cntrce serving area~ arc w,ually 
rnon: crowded and probably have 
more fattening fo()(b anyway. I 
abo try not to ~kip meal,, except 
for breakfast, which I ~ometnne~ 
cat in the room. I guc~~ I' vc .1u~t 
hccn watching what I cat more 
now. 
Gary Engli~h. departn11.:nt 
chair of Health Science~ and 
Human Performance. believe, 
~tudenh can acquire proper eating 
habit~ by following the hH,d 
Gurde Pyramrd. Replaung tht.: 
four ha'>lc food group,. tht.: 
Pyrarrnd 1, dc,1gncd to graplm:,d-
ly Iilu-.tratc the importance of var-
1ou, food, for daily con,ump11011 
a, well a, pro\ 1dc rcuimmcmkd 
,t.:r\ mg, 
The Food Guide l'yr.t1llld. pro-
mored by the [ :nitcd S1;1tc, 
Department of :\ gr1L ul turc. 
~lrc~~c~ the 1rnponanu.: of lht.: 
bread. cereal. nee and pa\la 
group, recommending 6-11 ,en -
ing~ per day. Vcgctahb arc to hi.: 
consumed 3-5 t1111es daily, fruit 
2-4 lime~ and dairy and protein 2-
3 times a day. ·'Praa with veg-
etable toppings and lean meat~ 
arc both pretty good food chorc-
cs," Travis said. "Order a baked 
potato or have a hamburger with a 
salad. When you do need to order 
fast food check the nutrient analy-
sts or order Chine~e." 
rfown!!! 
Sunday and Monday 
Free food during 
Football games 
Dance Club O ens at 9:00 on Frida 
z 
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Monday. Sept. 8-Sunday, Sept. 
14 
Monday, Sept. 8 
• Larceny 
Location: Terrace 4, Second 
Floor 
Summary: Exit sign taken from 
second Floor Terrace 4. 
• Larceny 
Location: F Lot 
Summary: Caller reported a 
checkbook had been taken from 
their vehicle sometime between 3 
p.m. and 3:30 p.m this date. 
Vehicle was parked in F lot. 
• Unlawful Possession/ 
Marijuana, No Degree 
Location: Eastman Hall, Third 
Floor 
Summary: One student charged 
judicially for unlawful 
possession of marijuana. 
• Aggravated Harassment, 
Second Degree, Sub 1-2 
Location: Terrace 5, Second 
Floor 
Summary: Student reported 
receiving harassing message on 
their answering machine. 
• Criminal Mischief, Fourth 
Degree 
Location: A Lot 
Summary: Unknown persons 
tipped Subway vehicle over while 
vehicle was parked in A lot. 
Vehicle was uprighted and taken 
to garage. 
Tuesday, Sept. 9 
• Criminal Mischief, Fourth· 
Degree 
damage to a car window in S Lot. 
Report Taken. 
• Larceny 
Location: Outside of Textor Hall 
Summary: Black bike taken from 
outside Textor Hall sometime on 
this date. 
• Larceny 
Location: Ford Hall 
Summary: Wallet taken from 
Ford Hall Auditorium sometime 
this date. Owner called back and 
said they had found the wallet. 
• Aggravated Harassment, 
Second Degree, Sub 1-2 
Location: West Tower, Seventh 
Floor 
Summary: Student reported 
receiving obscene phone call 
from an unknown person. 
• Medical Assistance, Illness 
Related 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Male student feeling 
111. Transported to CMC by 
Bangs. 
• Medical Assistance, Injury 
Related 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Student injured ankle 
at Hill Center, but walked to 
Ford Hall. Transported to CMC 
by Bangs. 
Wednesday, Sept. 1 O 
• Harassment, Second Degree, 
Sub 1&2 
Location: Muller Faculty Center, 
Second Floor 
Summary: Staff member report-
ed being harassed. 
Location: Upper A Lot 
Summary: Back window of vehi-
cle smashed while vehicle was 
parked in upper R Lot. 
• Conduct Code Violation 
Location: Holmes Hall, Third 
Floor 
Summary: Student had couch in 
room. When asked to remove the 
couch, student was non-compli-
ant with the RA's request. 
Thursday, Sept. 11 
• V&T Violation, Driving While 
Intoxicated 
Location: C Lot 
Summary: Vehicle stopped and 
driver arrested for DWI. 
• Harassment, No Degree, 
Sub 1 
Location: Garden Apartment 28, 
Mail room 
Summary: Staff members report-
ed harassment complaint from 
the previous day. 
• Stolen Property, Criminal 
Possession, Fifth Degree 
Location: Hilliard Hall, Second 
Floor 
Summary: Report of college 
property in plain view in 
student's room. One student 
referred judicially 
• Liquor Law Violation, All ABC 
Violations 
Location: Bogart Hall, First Floor 
Summary: Report of persons 
"funnelling" on balcony. One 
student referred judicially. 
• Aggravated Harassment, 
~e~~ Degree,_ Sub 1-2 
Location: Lyon Hall, Third Floor 
telephone calls on their residence Summary: Faculty member 
hall room phone. reports theft of three items from 
office. Two items were recovered. 
• Unlawful Possession/ 
Marijuana, No Degree • Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Terrace 5, Third Floor Location: Emerson Hall, Third 
Summary: Four students Floor Lounge 
charged judicially for smoking Summary: Student reports 
marijuana in residence hall room. swastika written on a chalk board 
in a residence hall. 
• Medical Assistance, Injury 
Related Saturday, Sept. 13 
Location: Terrace 9, TV Lounge 
Summary: Report of female with • Noise Complaints 
a head injury. Bangs responded. Location: Terrace 12, Third Floor 
Student refused transport. Summary: Underage drinking in 
residence hall rooms. One 
• Suspicious Person person to be referred judicially. 
Location: Lower Practice Fields 
Summary: Person observed on • Assault, Third Degree/No 
the practice field drinking a can Weapon 
of beer. Student referred judicially Location: Clarke Hall, Second 
for false identification and under- Floor 
age possession of alcohol. Summary: Complainant states 
she was.assaulted by a male in a 
• Assisted State Police residence hall. 
Location: Pennsylvania Ave. 
Summary: TCSD requests that Sunday, Sept. 14 
the area around Pennsylvania 
Ave. be checked for disruptive • V&T Violation, 
subjects wandering in the area. Unlicense<Ulmproper 
Units assisted state police in a Class/Restricted 
search for an Ithaca College Location: S Lot 
student in that area, pOSS!bly Summary: UTT issued for pos-
armed with a firearm. Subject session of a forged drivers 
located and license and one campus sum-
arrested by state police. mons issued for driving on 
restricted access road. 
Friday, Sept. 12 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
• V&T Violation, Driving While Location: Lyon Hall, Women's 
Intoxicated shower room 
Location: M Lot Summary: An RA called to report 
Summary: Vehicle seen moving that there were some male 
in a reckless manner in parking students climbing up in the ceil-
lot. Driver arrested for DWI. ing via the third floor kitchen 
in order to cross to the women's 
• Larceny, No Degree showers. 
~ Location: S Lot • Criminal ~chief, Fourth Summary: Two students report- Location: Dillingham Center, 
_: Summary: Student reported 
A 
Degree - ed receiving numerous harassing Second Floor 
t 
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Lyon's peepers 
degrade women 
Several women at this College feel violated. They are scared, they 
are embarrassed, they are enraged. In a recent incident at Lyon Hall, it 
was discovered that male students were using a crawl space on the 
third floor to spy on women taking showers. 
Many people don't seem to understand why spying on a few 
women showering is wrong. In fact, one student said that a resident 
assistant consuming alcohol with residents is a worse crime. 
Do people realize the implications of secretly gawking at naked 
women? 
These women had no prior knowledge they were being viewed. 
They were harassed. They were treated as objects. 
When you shower each morning (we hope it's each morning), pic-
ture what you do. Maybe you wash your hair and scrub behind your 
ears. Maybe you pick your nose or do other things you wouldn't nor-
mally do in front of others. 
Now imagine somebody watching you, and you are unaware. It's 
not a comfortable feeling, 1s it? You're naked-completely stripped. 
These women have been stripped of their privacy. 
They don't know who saw them or even what was seen. 
It's disconcerting to walk around campus and not know who has 
seen you naked. 
The students who have found pleasure in imposing on someone 
else's privacy should learn a simple fact: women are not objects. 
Women at Ithaca 
More balanced representation needed 
Many times, Ithaca College students question the school's dedica-
tion to racial diversity, but what about women in power? Ithaca College 
seems to be on par with the national average for women in administra-
tive positions-a number that has steadily increased over the years. 
Much of this attention is due to the hiring of the first female president 
of Ithaca College-President Peggy Williams. However, there are no 
female academic deans and three departments have no female faculty 
members. 
In "real hfe," we will face situations in which women will be our co-
workers, our employers or our supervisors, jus: as in "real life" we will 
work with people from various cultures, religions and races. Interacting 
with these people now is important to prepare ourselves for the future. 
Most people will agree there are many advantages to having a 
College in which females are fairly represented. Female students may 
feel more comfortable and confident with female professors and it 
shows that the College has a commitment to treat the sexes equally. 
In some areas, the College has shown this commitment. Our 
College president is female as are 11 other high-level administrators. 
But, the College does need to actively evaluate and act on the three 
departments with no female representation. Granted, downsizing · 
played a significant role in the loss of several women in these depart-
ments. However, downsizing is officially over. In the future, as posi-
tions for deans, department chairs and professors open, the College 
should actively search for female candidates. If there are few satisfac-
tory female candidates, the College should ask why. 
A well-balanced college should place women in positions of power 
throughout the school. 
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Students should respect diversity 
The Unity Relays, Sept. 20, 
1997. A morning to come togeth-
er to celebrate the Ithaca College 
community, to embrace our diver-
sity, and to commit ourselves to 
dealing with "isms" on our cam-
pus. As president of the College, I 
am very pleased that the Office of 
Minority' Affairs is sponsoring 
this event, and I encourage all 
members of the campus commu-
nity to join the festivities as either 
a participant or spectator. This is a 
unique opportunity for each of us 
to affirm our commitment to 
Good luck 
As an IC graduate, I would 
like to wish our new president the 
greatest of success in her exciting 
new position. Some believe that 
Jim Whalen did an admirable job 
for the College community, but it 
was clearly time for a change, and 
Peggy Williams is the woman for 
the job. Hopefully she will be a 
better communicator than Whalen 
was, and will utilize a policy of 
inclusion (students, faculty, par-
ents and alumni) when making 
strategic decisions that impact the 
college's future. 
John Simon 
History '80 
making Ithaca a college in which 
every student regardless of his or 
her race, ethnicity, religion, 
nationality or sexual orientation 
has access to our curricular and 
co-curricular programs and is 
able to thrive academically and 
socially. 
I believe one of the strengths 
of the College is the richness and 
diversity of the members of the 
community. While cheering the 
participants of the Unity Relays, I 
encourage you to meet someone 
new. Find out where he is from or 
what she likes to do in her spare 
time. In order to promote unity, 
we must feel connected to one 
another and to the College, so 
reach out. Take the first step. 
I commend the Office of 
Minority Affairs and the athletic 
department for developing and 
creating this wonderful opportu-
nity. I do hope that you will take 
some time out of your Saturday 
morning, Sept. 20 to show sup-
port for unity on campus. 
Peggy R. Williams 
President of Ithaca College 
Green Team starts season 
This past Saturday, after the 
Bomber football game, another 
team started their season. The 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society (ICES) "Green Team" is 
a group of dedicated students 
who have come together to pro-
vide clean up services after each 
home football game. Through 
their efforts they hope to raise 
the awareness of the entire cam-
pus community on a number of 
environmental issues. 
All of us at Physical Plant 
applaud their work and really 
appreciate what they are doing. 
They have already had a very 
positive impact on our campus 
environment and we encourage 
them to keep up the good work. 
We hope the entire campus 
will join us in saying thanks to 
the ICES "Green Team" and 
assist them in their clean up 
efforts. 
Rick Couture 
Assistant Director, Physical 
Plant-Facility Services 
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Parents: son treated unfairly 
This letter was written to 
President Peggy Williams and 
copied to several administrators 
at the College. The Ithacan also 
received a copy. 
It is with deep regret that I feel 
such a strong desire to contact 
you about my son. First I would 
like to congratulate you and wish 
you luck on becoming the new 
president of Ithaca College. 
My concern is as follows: Ben 
and his roommate for the 1996-
97 school year became involved 
in a supposed gambling operation 
on campus in March 97. I will not 
hore you with the details, which 
I'm sure you are aware of any-
way. I will only comment that 
Ben did nothing to deny his mini-
mal involvement, did everything 
to cooperate with authorities 
throughout this very difficult time 
and in our eyes, along with the 
eyes of many others, received 
penalties much too harsh. For in 
reality, this was nothing more 
than friends betting with friends 
for the annual NCAA tourney and 
other sports games. No threats, no 
force, no assaults, no attempts to 
collect money owed, lots of num-
bers on paper and a very small 
amount of money changing 
hands. A deep look into the char-
acter of our son reveals kindness, 
intelligence, honesty, maturity 
and absolutely no past circum-
stance or history of any type of 
problems. Again I stress the 
understanding that our society is 
hypocritical (bingo, Lotto, casi-
nos, office pools, etc.), gambling 
1s illegal. 
When my wife and I attended 
orientation prior to Ben's first 
year, we heard over and over how 
we should relax, for Ithaca 
College was to become a parental 
extension while our son was in 
attendance. We still ask ourselves, 
what kind of parent would, prior 
to prosecution to the fullest extent 
of the law, refuse to completely 
investigate the situation and fol-
low through with fair penalty for 
all those involved? Based on the 
actions of the school's campus 
security, I hate to think what 
would happen to someone posing 
a real threat to campus/society 
life (i.e. drugs, alcohol, assault, 
rape, robbery, etc.). The reality of 
the matter is Ithaca College has 
situations like these and the mea-
surement of punishment in many 
cases is no where near as severe 
as given to my son. 
What kind of a parent allows 
freelance photographers to film 
my son going about his business 
on and off campus, then try to sell 
the footage to a local T. V. station·. 
Especially after articles had 
already appeared in newspapers 
and broadcasts on the radio iden-
tified only my son and his room-
mate and not those involved. 
What kind of a parent would 
not allow those administrative 
(coaches) persons who knew my 
son best, the opportunity to mon-
itor his state of mind, since we 
could basically communicate by 
phone only. I will tell you that I 
had a great deal of respect for Jim 
Mullins throughout this situation. 
What kind of parent would 
forward, via the RA, misleading 
information, telling my son he 
would not be suspended from 
school and then four days before 
finals begin to call a meeting and 
do just that. After a one year sus-
pension, he could appeal, but if he 
did, the penalty would more than 
likely be harsher if the appeal was 
not successful. 
As I mentioned earlier, Ben 
never denied involvement or the 
use of poor judgement for a short 
period of time. We spoke with 
him and he intended to appeal to 
request the opportunity and abili-
ty to continue as a student ;ind 
graduate with his class. By now, 
word had spread across campus 
of the charges (felony-possession 
of gambling records) and ultimate 
guilty plea to a mi~demeanor. His 
and [his roommate's] names were 
front page news m the campus 
paper for virtually a month (no 
mention of others involved). He 
requested a meeting to ask que~-
tions related to his appeal and his 
financial situation in Ithaca for 
the upcoming year. [Mike] Leary 
was kind enough to answer none 
of those questions, and only re-
iterated additional appeal penal-
ties. A woman in his office 
demanded to know Ben's deci-
sion before those questions were 
answered as there was a lot of 
paper work to get ready for such 
an unnecessary cause. Those 
questions to this day remain 
unanswered. 
When my wife and I were 
allowed to meet and discuss these 
events with Jack Oblak, we were 
told that all deposits and Ben's 
place at Ithaca would remain 
intact (upon review and 
approval), so that if he decided to 
return followmg the one year sus-
pension, there would be a place 
for hii:n. Within two weeks after 
that 1'leeting we received a check 
from Ithaca. When I conta~ted the 
financial office I was told Ben 
was no longer a student and our 
deposit was being returned. I 
expressed Oblak's words to them 
and was told they never heard of 
an institution holding a spot for 
any student, let alone one that had 
been suspended. Also at that 
meeting, while discussing the 
entire situation, I asked if the 
penalties were too severe for my 
son and also the previously asked 
questions of Mr. Leary. To date, 
still no answers regarding the 
year after suspension. But I will 
tell you that Jack Oblak spoke 
very highly of my son, and said 
he went out on a limb to prevent 
Ben from being dismissed imme-
diately (allowing him to finish the 
semester). Mr. Oblak thought we 
should take our son home for at 
least the year and be very watch-
ful because he felt that this situa-
tion was much bigger and could 
be very dangerous to our son. I 
keep trying to convince myself 
that this man really was not trying 
to insult our intelligence with that 
last comment. Organized crime? 
About mid-summer, Ben 
received a letter from Mr. Leary, 
explaining that if he was seen and 
apprehended on Ithaca's campus 
without pre-arranged permission 
during the suspension, he was 
subject to arrest and could be 
charged with criminal trespass-
ing. Again we questioned the 
severity of these penalties, since 
our son had been a student for 
two years, had many, many 
friends and posed absolutely no 
threat to anyone, anywhere, ever. 
Mr. Leary seemed to agree, 
and said he would look into the 
situation and call us back in a few 
days. Three weeks later, he final-
ly called to Jell us that campus 
security was standmg by that pol-
icy. I think someone should tell 
campus security that Ithaca 
College is a LEARNING/EDU-
CATIONAL INSTITUTION 
AND NOT A CORRECTIONAL 
FACILITY. 
I guess the final insult m the 
whole maller occurred when Ben 
arrived home following his final 
exam and our meeting with Mr 
Oblak, the phone rang. I 
answered and handed the receiver 
to our daughter, who was just 
graduating from high school, and 
along with all the other ~chools 
she had applied to, had been 
accepted at Ithaca. Until the man-
ner in which Ben\ situation was 
handled, Ithaca was her first 
choice. Like Ben, she is a solid 
citizen, excellent ~tudent, good 
athlete, etc. The caller was your 
women' soccer coach, wondering 
if our daughter was still consider-
ing Ithaca. What timing! 
I apologize for taking so much 
of your valuable time, but follow-
ing our last appearance in court, 
we saw the strength our son dis-
played throughout. He finished 
the semester, as always, well 
above 3.0 GPA for the fourth 
straight semester; came home, 
applied and was accepted by both 
Canisius College and S.U.N.Y. at 
Buffalo, worked full time at a 
physically demanding (40+ hours 
per week) job as a construction 
laborer; volunteered and forfeited 
one week's pay to help inner-city 
children at a camp run by individ-
uals that were very supportive, 
and coached Ben when he was a 
youngster; dealt with a guilty plea 
of a misdemeanor which is per-
manent on his record; dealt with 
the probation department; dealt 
with the sentencing and also with 
all the questions. I shudder to 
think what might happen to some 
other 19-year-old without the 
strength and support he possessed 
and received. 
As I stated throughout, Ben is, 
and always was, well aware of the 
fact that he used poor judgement. 
Never did he imagine the severe 
consequences he would suffer. 
He, along with all of us, have, 
however, witnessed individuals 
that did have the ability to ana-
lyze those consequences before 
serving or helping to serve harsh 
-punishment. Hopefully, as the 
new leader at Ithaca College, your 
staff will better utilize their 
responsibilities. [Ben] didn't 
panic. Too bad I can't think the 
same about Ithaca, an institution 
of higher learning? 
Ben was a wonderful stu-
dent/athlete while at Ithaca 
College and now is attending 
Canisius College. He was also a 
good citizen and member of your 
campus community. We spent a 
tremendous amount of money for 
Ben to attend, not to mention his 
costs and the money additionally 
spent throughout this ordeal. We 
all make mistakes and we all have 
the ability to forgive. Ithaca 
College needs to rethink its posi-
tion. The integrity of two fine 
young men was at stake. An 
opportunity for a worthwhile les-
son was missed and passed up for 
the sake of a "reputation to be 
withheld." You failed miserably. 
Joseph & Patricia Scaffidi 
parents of J. Benjamin Scaffidi 
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"Yes, it's a quiet campus 
and I've never had a prob-
lem." 
Sarah Fu 
TV/Radio '00 
~ r. , 
"Yes, because I personally 
haven't been confronted with 
anything threatening my safe-
ty, and I always make sure to 
keep myself out of a danger-
ous situation." 
., ,!,,', 
Jodi Menges 
Occupational Therapy '99 
"Yes. When I walk on cam-
pus at night there are 
always people around and 
having the blue lights help." 
Katie Hall 
Exploratory '01 
"Yes, though the recent 
incident with that base-
ball bat got me thinking.• 
Nathan Koch 
Corporate Communication 
'99 
Photos by Cara Berk 
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THE ITHACAN 
It ·was Saturday night. Yet another Saturday night in 
Ithaca. It's the middle of the weekend with school far 
enough away to make for an enjoyable evening. 
The options, however, looked bleak. A movie at the mall 
is always a possibility and there's sure to be a keg party 
somewhere around town. But, all of this seemed too ... 
passe. 
Ithaca has never been a place to wallow with nothing to 
do. For the college student, however, things can sometimes 
fall into a routine of beer one night, movie the next, maybe 
spicing it up with beer AND a movie. 
A small, glossy, high-quality flyer tacked up to some 
walls around Williams Hall and slipped under a few doors 
around campus were the only signs something different 
was happening this Saturday night. 
"Zone Productions presents School Zone," the flyer 
announced in green lettering. It seemed like a rave flyer 
with its collage-esque design and computer-generated let-
tering ... but a rave, in Ithaca, at Club Semesters? 
Bringing a Rave to Ithaca 
"I thought it was interesting that Ithaca would have a 
rave," Dave Chandler '99 said. "I decided to check it out. 
I was apprehensive, hoping that not many of the regular 
crowd would go." 
A rave is different than the usual night of club music. A 
club is essentially a bar with mostlfbouse-music, running 
events on a weekly basis. These nights end up closing when 
the bar closes, in the case of Semesters, two in the morning. 
According to Hyperreal, a large online dance culture 
database, "a rave is a social event, a phenomenon of mod-
ern youth culture .. .in which the participants experience a 
sense of community and elevated consciousness." Usually 
a rave lasts into the early morning with an 
after-hours party continuing even later. 
"School Zone" presented itself as a 
such an event, larger in proportion than 
the average club night. Two rooms, the 
main with house and techno DJ's and a 
smaller one with jungle and hip hop, 
were advertised. Doors opened at 9 p.m. 
and the flyer said the rave would end at"???." 
The sense of community promised by the rave's orga-
nizers is fostered through the low-key distribution of pro-
motional materials. "School Zone" was first pushed 
through the internet on North-Eastern (NE) Raves, a mail-
ing list covering the events and culture on the eastern 
seaboard. Although this limited promotion leads to a 
selected audience, sometimes it backfires. 
"It would have been wise of the promoters to use more 
flyers," Kathryn Cornelius '00 said. "I only heard about it 
through word-of-mouth." 
When it came time to head to Semesters, however, wor-
rying ended. 
"I just wanted to dance," Cornelius said. 
The Waiting Is The Hardest Part 
As with all weekend events, it's never desirable to be 
the first one there. 1l1e time spent waiting for "School 
Zone" to get underway would be busy. Clothes had to be 
picked out, coffee needed to be consumed and essentials 
needed to be chosen. Money, ID (this was an 18-and-over 
affair) and keys-the barest of essentials so as not to lose 
anything while dancing. 
The line outside of the club at almost 11 p.m. was long. 
The crowd swelled toward the door. Big pants and 
Tommy Hilfiger jackets mingled with tucked-in plaids and 
khakis. Nose rings and lip piercings chatted with pristine 
collegiate faces. The crowd was diverse and upbeat. The 
line, however, wasn't moving. 
"They're not letting anyone in," someone yelled into the 
throng of people. Indeed, things were moving slowly. The 
clear, wann weather and the strains of some old hip-hop 
coming from an open window kept people in anticipation. 
Some, however, didn't know what they were in line for. 
"Some people didn't know it was a rave," Chandler 
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provid(?5 r,igbtlif (? af f(?rr,ativ(? 
'By 'Tim .Lynch, Itfiacan Stajf 
'Drawi119 by St'11_9daia11 'Rasidi1111fi 
said, "they thought ll was a regular night. They got mad 
because it wa~ eight dollar~." 
Some got fed up and left. calling for other~ to follow 
them to "a real party." 
Eventually the line progressed and people hegan to 
make their way into the club, with money and ID~ in hand. 
"Overs to the left! Unders to the right!" ~l10uted the door-
man. "I love college k"ids," he added. "1f it weren't for 
them, I wouldn't be here." 
The Rave Comes To Life 
Inside, the feel was more than the average dub night. 
The lights were dimmed to a minimum and throbbing ha~, 
reverberated down the entrance hallway. IDs were checked 
and everyone made their way onto the main dance floor. 
It was 12:15 a.rn. and Enkay, a DJ out of Middletown. 
N.Y., was spinning hard house with female vocals sampled 
over frantic electronic beats. The room wa!> packed. the 
hundreds of bodies leaving almost no room to move, much 
less dance. People were gyrating and grinding on the dance 
floor, while others bobbed their heads to the music. 
The air was hot and thick with sweat and steam from the 
smoke machine, and the floor was slick with water and 
spilled beer. The music carried throughout the club. Along 
the sides of the room people sat huddled together, on chair!>, 
on the floor, or on speakers. 
'The club is really nice and they have a good sound sy!>-
tem," Chandler said. "I was just sitting on a big sub-woofer 
in the comer, getting into the music." 
"They've started spinning jungle in the other room," 
someone said to an unresponsive person crouched in the 
corner. 
This "other room" cons1!>ted of 
the bar at the front of Semesters 
and a sm!11ler dance area, about half 
the size of the mam room. The line 
here resembled the one people had 
been waiting on out~1de. 
"l think this i~ a fire.! halard," 
someone muttered as they were ~lowly ~quee,ed 
and pushed into the second room. 
The frenetic breakbeat sound!> of Jungle were 1mked 
being spun from the upstairs DJ booth. Freaky Flow, a DJ 
out of Toronto, Canada, was mixing between old hip-hop 
records and new bass-heavy jungle tracks, and people were 
showing their approval by dancing. 
It was a strange mix of people, though. The "raver~ ... 
those who fit the stereotypes of dance culture. were darn:-
ing. The regulars were drinking. 
"That's what depressed me," Chandler said, "I wanted 
to dance while other people wanted to drink. That annoyed 
me the most." He left not long after midnight. 
The crowd remained polarized until about I :00 a.m .. 
when the ~econd room all but emptied L'Xccpl for IO or :'.O 
people dam:mg to the Jungle mu~,c of Ottawa·, DJ l'and,1 
"I love this stuff." someone said as the muslL' cut out !(11 a 
few seconds. then came hack m wllh Lkq1 loud has, 
'"School Zone·· lasted 1.antil ..\,I.Ill. with tht: h11u,t: nh,111 
becoming a hip-hop rollln for the la,t hour ThL' LT(md h,1d 
thinned, hut people were ~till dant:mg up until tht: \L'I"\ rnd 
"Thank, for co111111g." said the ~amt: dl,m rn;in \\IW kt 
people in to hegm the mght "Havt: a niL·t: l'\ t:Illll_!! .. 
The Party's O\/Cr 
Outside, the cool air breathed Ilk mil> ,\\t:.tl) and llrl'd 
bodies. Shirts hung wet and lifeless on pt:ople. and pants 
were stained from the liquids on the floor. Ithaca·, Shurt 
Stop was the obviou~ denouement for the even mg. tor a 
bottle of apple Juice to restore energy for the 
~ 011 short trip home. 
"All that matters 1s that [ the pro-
moters] tried to throw something and 11 workt:d out." 
Cornelius said. "I'm glad that it's happening here now 
Hopefully it'll bring more people out next time." 
"It was just fun to dress up and go and sec other pt:ople 
who wanted to go for the music," Chandler ~a,d 
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Accent 
On ... 
Barb Ashley 
Housekeeper 
• Years you have worked at 
I.C.: 11 1/2 
• Born: Sherwood, N. Y. 
• Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: keeping the 
dorms clean 
• What you would be doing 
if you weren't working at IC: 
basking in the sun 
• What I'd like to get around 
to doing: taking a tnp to 
Tuscan and North Carolina 
• Things you can do with-
out: messes I find at work on 
Mondays 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: Alan 
Jackson 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Meg Ryan 
• TV show you wouldn't 
miss: 7th Heaven 
• People might be surprised 
to know that I: like to have 
fun 
ICTV Schedule 
Channel 54 
Sunday 
7 p.m. Just for Kids 
7:30 p.m. Screening Room 
B p.m. Newswatch 
8:30 p.m. Gridiron Report 
9 p.m. Panorama 
9:30 p.m. Frequency 
1 O p.m. Newswatch 
10:30 p.m. Fake Out 
Monday 
7 p.m. Football 
B p.m. Specials 
8:30 p.m. Fake Out 
9 p.m. Gridiron Report , : i 
9:30 p.m. Frequency 
10 p.m. Semesters 
10:30 p.m. Semesters 
Tuesday 
7 p.m. Just foe Kids 
7:30 p.m. Mooshnew's 
Comer 
8 p.m. · Newswatch 
8:30 p,m; Panorama 
9 p.m. Speak Up 
9:30 p.m. Frequency 
1 o p.m. Newswatch 
10:30 p.m. Specials 
Wednesday 
7 p.m. Mooshnew's Corner 
7:30 p.m. Panorama 
8 p.m. Gridiron Report 
8:30 p.m. Fake Out 
9 p.m. Screening Room 
9:30 p.m. Frequency 
1 O p.m. Free Speech TV 
Thursday 
7 p.m. Just for Kids 
7:30 p.m. Mooshnew's 
Comer 
8 p.m. Newswatch 
8:30 p.m. Specials 
9 p.m. Screening Room 
9:30 p.m. Frequency 
10 p.m. Newswatch 
10:30 p.m. Speak Up 
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Actors not 'afraid' to tackle play 
By Alicia DesMarteau 
Ithacan Contributor 
------- ---
There is a fire in the 'Kitchen.' 
It is ignited before audiences 
when the curtain goes up on the 
Kitchen Theatre's production of 
Edward Albee's drama, "Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" The 
first performance of the theatre's 
1997-98 season, "Who's Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf'?" hopes to 
engulf the audience 111 a ~tonn of 
seething emotions. 
Although the Kitchen Theatre 
usually produce~ le~~er-known 
worb. the theater's board of 
director~ decided to ~tart the new 
~ca~on off with the performance 
of a da~~ic American play. 
Rachel Lampert, the Kitchen 
Theatre's new artistic director 
~aid Edward Albce·s masterpiece 
was an excellent choice. 
"It's a play that everyone 
hnngs a lot to," Lampert said. 
"You don't have to travel far in 
your experience to relate to 11." 
"Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf?" was first presented in 
1962 at the Billy Ro~e Theatre in 
New York City. During that year 
it received virtually every honor 
available in theater. The play 
focuses on the interactions of two 
married couples during a night of 
unrestricted drinking and violent 
arguments. 
The action takes place in the 
living room of a middle-aged 
couple, George and Martha. Nick 
and Honey, the younger couple, 
arrive shortly after the play 
begins, to be entertained by 
George and Martha. During the 
course of the play, the two cou-
ples engage in a vicious battle of 
wits that mercilessly exposes the 
secrets and vulnerabilities of each 
of the characters. 
The work of the actors and 
director in the Kitchen Theatre's 
production of "Who's Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf?" was made more 
challenging when the actor who 
originally portrayed George was 
unable to continue in the role. 
With just nine days until the 
show's opening, the production's 
original director, Mark Alan 
Gordon, agreed to step in and take 
Courtesy of the Kitchen Theatre 
Susannah Berryman as Martha [left] attempts to revive Mark Alan 
Gordon as George [lying], while Tony Roach as Nick [seated] and 
Wendy Dann as Honey [right] look on In amusement In a scene 
from Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" 
over the part. Lampert took over 
direction of the play. The actors 
described the sudden change as a 
stressful, but ultimately positive 
experience. 
"It was a simple handoff," 
Lampert said. "My job was to 
help facilitate Mark's entrance 
into the cast and to release the 
actors into choices that they were 
waiting to make, but hadn't made 
yet." 
Ithaca College Theater 
Professor Susannah Berryman 
portrays Martha, George's abra-
sive wife. Berryman felt 
Gordon's entrance into the cast as 
George was an ideal choice. 
"It was really exciting, 
because Mark was already on the 
right wavelength," Berryman 
said. "Since we had already built 
the groundwork, [for the charac-
ters] it was immediately· a· very 
electric feeling." 
The largest alteration that 
occurred· in the production under 
Lampert's direction was a com-
plete change in the blocking of 
the performance Lampert re-
worked the staging of the play to 
help the physical action match the 
fast-paced dialogue. 
"It was an interesting process," 
Lampert said. 'The language [in 
the play] is fabulous. You could 
have four people sitting on stools 
performing it and it would be 
wonderful. Once you start to 
move: you have to tell the story 
visually." 
Lampert is a dance choreogra-
pher and her expertise is put to 
use in this production. She match-
es Albee's rhythmic dialogue with 
carefully constructed blocking. 
College Theater Professor 
Wendy Dann plays the part of 
Honey in the production. She has 
worked with Lampert before and 
said she admires the director's 
use of physical action to create 
metaphors for what is going on 
between the characters. 
"Rachel is a wonderful chore-
ographer," Dann said. "She refus-
es to let movement be meaning-
less. No one moves on stage with-
out there being a reason behind 
it." 
'J'he play. plac-t~·~xt1't5Mn~ 
demands on the actors btcause of 
the incredible intensity of the 
work and the vast amount of lines 
spoken by the characters. 
Although working with Albee's 
complex characters was a chal-
lenge, the four actors found it to 
be an extremely rewarding expe-
rience as well. 
Berryman was delighted to be 
given the opportunity to play 
Martha. She also said Albee's 
script provided a strong founda-
• HAT'S APPENING 
tion for making character choices. 
'This play is one that I have 
wanted to do since high school," 
Berryman said. "I am pleased that 
I don't know anybody exactly 
like George or Martha ... in some 
cases, I needed to take something 
that I knew was within me, but 
that I never really wanted any-
body else to see, and expand upon 
it." 
Honey's husband Nick 1s 
played by Tony Roach. In prepar-
ing the character of Honey, Dann 
wanted to make sure the audience 
took the character seriously. 
"The most important thing to 
me was to give Honey some dig-
nity," Dann said. "I've seen her 
done before, and she's mostly 
done as a simpering idiot. She's 
the comic relief, because the audi-
ence desperately needs to laugh ... 
but the audience also needs to sec 
her as someone who can be hurt 
deeply." 
When asked how he generated 
the intensity necessary to portray 
George, Gordon responded with a 
wry grin. 
"Do you work out?" Gordon 
asked. "It's very cathartic. It kind 
of purges your demons ... I have 
to tap a lot of my past and a lot of 
my present to breathe life into the 
lines." 
The actors also enjoy the rela-
tionship that forms between them 
and the audience in the Kitchen 
Theatre's small space. 
By the end of the perfonnance 
not a single breath could be heard 
111 the audience. Gordon said he 
enjoys observing members of the 
audience during the last scene. 
"I love it," Gordon said. "I 
love to look at their faces when I 
.. Slly, ··•1t··r'dawtt.'' 'I- -hM:t how 
uncomfortable they all loolc." 
Ticket Info 
_, 
"WhQ's Afraid of. Virginia 
' -W.~-~-~;~- .. 
-;~l11-~-~ 
__ :~=;lo~ 
-~¾l'~:~. 
; -.· .... ~: ~ ,. "·~. 
•••••••••• • 
• •••••••••••••• 
·························~ 
• 
• Exchange 4p.m. Muller Chapel • 
• ACTIVITIES 
• 
Information Session 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m . • 
• 
Thursday, Sept. 18 South Meeting Room in the • Unity Relays • Campus Center Butterfield Stadium • Harvard National Model • • • African-Latino Society 12:10 p.m. 10a.m. United Nations 
• Meeting Williams 225 • 
• ALS Room (West Tower lobby) Friday, Sept. 20 Saturday, Sept. 21 Bp.m . • 
• 
8p.m. • 
• 
• African-Latino Society meeting • National Student Speech • Homeless Sleep-Out • 
• 
• Anime Society of Ithaca Coffeehouse/Pub Language Hearing Association Academic Quad 
• College (ASIC) 10 p.m. Clarke Lounge in Campus Center 7p.m. 
• "3 X 3 Eyes" 7p.m. • 
• New Science Building 112 • Community Service Network Tuesday, Sept. 24 • 
• 
7p.m. Mini-Plunge Sunday, Sept. 22 • 
• 
Sign-up in Campus Center lobby • Open House • 
• 
• Dayspring Christian on Thursday, Sept. 18 or 19 from • Community Service Network- Temporary Occupational 
• 
• 
Fellowship 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Housing for Every Living Person Therapy building (near the 
North Meeting Room m the (H.E.L.P.) Friends 102 College's main_ entrance) • 
• Campus Center • Residence Hall Association 7p.m. 4p.m. • 
• 7:30 p.m. movie-"Back to the Future" • 
• Campus Quad (next to Egbert • Faculty flut_e recital-Wendy To place an event in What's • 
• 
• International Business Dining Hall) Mehne Happening, contact the 
Association 8:30 p.m. Ford Hall auditorium Accent Editors at 274-1616, • 
• Smiddy 111 8:15 p.m. or leave the information with • 
• 7p.m. • Senior violin recital-Lorraine the Ithacan receptionist. • 
• Davis • Hatha Yoga Deadline for entries is • 
• • Singapore Communications Ford Hall auditorium $1 per class Tuesday at 7 p.m . • 
' 
••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••• • • 
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Campus 'Circle' 
points to mystics 
By Gretta Nemcek 
Ithacan Staff 
While discussing quantum 
physics with a friend, Andrew 
Dolph '99 looked up at a turning 
sky. 
"A multicolored cloud opened 
up and talked to us," Dolph said. 
He said the cloud projected 
thoughts into his head and made 
itself known to him as God. 
"God is a rainbow-colored 
cloud?" he said he asked himself. 
The answer was no, though 
Dolph realized the cloud wa-; a 
manifestation of God, a concept 
he believes to be too massive to 
comprehend. 
This incident thrust Dolph into 
a world of concepts, creations and 
healing called mysticism. This 
semester he is sharing his ideas 
with the campus club known as 
The Circle. 
The club was created to pro-
vide an outlet and a center of 
learning for students interested in 
mysticism and related topics. 
"It is more or less the personal 
experience [of] getting in touch 
with what you perceive to be real-
ity," said Andrea Bennan '99, 
vice-president of the Circle. 
She says mysticism deals with 
the unknown underlying exis-
tence, whether people call it a 
force, a god or a deity. 
Dolph said mysticism has the 
potential to allow us to see into 
the deeper meanings of our lives. 
"In the end, I believe that we 
can't understand the whole thing 
as it really is," Dolph said. "We 
can only sec it through 
metaphor." 
Usually led by Bill Elston, an 
employee of Ithaca College 
Dining Services, the group will 
discuss a number of topics during 
the year such as Tarot, meditation, 
Buddhism, Wicca and candle 
magick, which is spelled differ-
ently to distinguish it from the 
practice of stage magic. 
The club formed last year, but 
a lack of advertising has kept the 
membership low. Thirty people 
attended the first meeting of The 
Circle this year. 
Elston conducted the second 
meeting, and began with some 
safety precautions about candles. 
He urged the members to be 
aware of the student conduct 
code, and how to practice mysti-
cism without breaking the rules. 
The group also discussed alter-
native medicine and herbal heal-
ing, which Elston said helped him 
through two heart attacks and a 
gun shot wound. He showed the 
group a red patch on his arm. 
"Last night this was a second-
degree bum," he said. 
Another curing technique 
called Reiki healed his arm, he 
said. Reiki is a form of Japanese 
energy healing, Elston said. 
'The essence of Reiki is chan-
nelling the energy of the universe 
through symbols," Dolph 
explained. 
Elston said Reiki cured his 
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BIii Elston, an employee of Ithaca College Dining 
Services, provides instruction at a meeting of 
The Ithacan/Chip Cook 
The Circle, a campus club that deals with mysti-
cism and related alternative spiritual studies 
tendonitis in just three five-
minute sessions five years ago. 
Dolph said you must go into such 
techniques with a clear purpose. 
"The most important thing for 
magick is to know what you 
want," Dolph said. 
He stressed that in no way are 
their techniques related to 
satanism. In fact, Dolph says 
satanism is a Christian idea. 
"When you're dealing with 
things of a spiritual nature, some 
things for some people will feel 
wrong," Dolph said. 
However, Dolph said it is 
important to note the true mean-
ing behind the ideas the club 
espouses. 
"Wicca is ab~olutcly, without a 
doubt, witchcraft," Dolph said. 
He went on to explain that there is 
no bad witchcraft, only bad inten-
tions. 
This is why people fear ideas 
of Wicca, Druids and other forms 
of mysticism, Berman said. 
Another member of the club. 
Tersha Schaap '99, said she 
joined the group out of curiosity. 
"We try to make it generally 
known that we're not trying to 
preach anything." Schaap said. 
"We're just here to teach and for 
people to come and learn." 
M ·lissa Coplak '01 said she 
came to the group wllh hope~ that 
they would go more m depth w11h 
the topics than other group~ have. 
'"They just all seem very mtcr-
estmg," she said. 
Dolph said the group Llcfimte-
ly embraces some theories and 
practices that arc not easy to 
gra~p. 
"It docs get really complicated 
really quickly," Dolph ~aiu. 
He said he ha,; come to the 
conclusion that there arc essen-
tially only two truths: God and 
true love. 
"To my mind, everything else 
is illuminated perspective," 
Dolph said. 
... ---------------~-~------· -----------------------------. Rent-A-Flick o Ithaca Faculty, staff and students are invited to a 
Your complete video store. 
Over 7000 movies 
Sony Playstations and Nintendo 64 
Systems & Ga mes. 
Specials Everyday of the week 
Sto In and Check Us Out 
No crowds, no Ones. 
Just the best equipment, great 
stall, and a newly renovated gym. 
Nautilus & MedX Circuits • Free Weights • Treadmills 
Statrclimbers • Precors • Gravitron • NordicTrak 
Low Impact• Step• Muscle Conditioning• Yoga 
Jacuzzi • Saunas • Private Aerobics Room 
Professional Dance Floor • Air Conditioned • Childcare 
402 W. Green 
St. Ithaca ( I Ty 
273-8300 H[R LTt-i CLUB 
Mastercard 
Visa 
Discover 
AmEx 
·--------------------------· I COIi& FO& A PIIA WOIIKOUT 1 
· IN01Htae11r:. -- ue this ad and save $35 on 12 m01. or $20 off 6 mos. I 
I Studenl:6- use this ad or a Student Saver Coupon and save I 
I $35 off Both Semesters or $10 off Fall Semester. I 
special Hillel Shabbat with our guest. .. @. President Peggy Williams :' ~ Friday, Sept. 19 ~ 
8 p.m. - Conservative, Relorm and Traditional 
services at Maler Chapel 
7 p.m. - Dinner ii the Terrace Dinilg Balcony 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tonight... 
Learn about Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur at a 
special 
High Holidays Workshop 
Thursday, September 18 
8 p.m., Hillel Office, Muller Chapel 
Be sure to register for the following required seminars: 
095-11100-01 Drug & Alcohol Abuse Identification and 
Prevention: Tues., Sept. 30, 7:00-9:00 p.m., Klingenstein Lounge, 
Campus Center (Note: This workshop has very limited seating) 
095-11000-01 Child Abuse Identification and Prevention: Tues, 
Oct. 28, 7:00-9:00 p.m., Textor 102 
-OR-
095-11100-02 Drug & Alcohol Abuse Identification and 
Prevention: Thurs., Nov. 16, 7:00-9:00 p.m., Klingenstein Lounge 
Register at the Center for Teacher Education, 217 Muller Center 
Important Deadlines: 
October 7-Registration deadline for Nov. 8 Core Battery 
December 5-Registration deadline for Jan. 17 New York State 
Teacher Certification Examinations (NYSTCE) 
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Priest prepares 
for paths ahead 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
"In the Book of Provcrhs, it 
,ays that God writes straight Imes 
with crooked paths." 
This was how Father Paul 
Bonacci started talking ahout his 
past, from when he graduated 
high ,chool until he hcgan work-
ing as a priest and chaplain at 
Ithaca College ju~t two weeh 
ago. 
Before entering the prie~l-
hood, Bonacci ha, heen a police 
ol I 1cer. teacher, firefighter and he 
~til I ot fic1ate~ foot hall and ha~e-
hal I game~. 
During that time, he covered 
mass for Father Tom Valenti 
when he could not be there. When 
Valenti knew·he would he leav-
ing, he told Bonacci to consider 
commg to the College to fill the 
chaplain position. 
"I prayed ahout applymg for 
the position and I felt a ~ense of 
peace." Bonacci ~aid. "As a pne~t 
I was domg what God wanted." 
Bonacci\ respon~1hilit1e~ at 
the College arc the ~ame as 
Valenti 's, mcludmg Sunday mass-
es and acting a~ chaplain for the 
football team. 
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The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Durmg the 111terv1ew. Bonacci 
,at with 111~ feet cro~sed and legs 
hent under a h1g ,prmgy chair, hi~ 
toe, JU',( touchmg the floor. He 
never ~lopped ~mil1ng. 
In 1979 Bonacci wa~ dnvmg 
home from a flag toothall game 
he had hecn offic1at111g with his 
father when he told Im father he 
wanted to hecome a pne~t. 
Bonacci's ~mile got bigger as 
he explained that at a recent foot-
hal I scmnmagc against Cornell 
Univer~1ty, when none of the offi-
c 1ab showed up, Ithaca head 
coach Mike Welch asked him to 
officiate. Still dressed 111 hi~ priest 
outfit, Bonacci off1c1ated the 
game. 
Father Paul Bonacci, the new Catholic chaplain role on campus. Bonacci Is taking the place of 
at Ithaca College, is qulckly adjusting to his new Father Tom Valenti. 
"At that point I hit a pothole, 
flattening the tire," Bonacci said. 
Despite this minor sethack, 
Bonacci attended Saint John 
F1~her College from 1980-83 and 
then attended the ln11naculate 
Conception Scmmary of Seton 
Hall University, graduating in 
1987. 
For the past year, Bonacci has 
worked as a pne~l at the 
Immaculate Conception Church 
on West Buffalo Street in Ithaca. 
"When there would he a call 
against Cornell, the players 
would say, 'too had we don't have 
God on our side,"' Bonacci said. 
"I would say, 'it's the referee 
that's not on your side."' 
Bonacci 's other interests 
include short-wave radio, reading 
and manual labor. 
"Any kind of outside work I 
do, I do to enjoy nature. All of 
my recreational [activities], there 
1s something tangible about 
them." 
Bonacci said that with his 
work on the council or m confcs-
Cashier 
$7 /Hour 
sional, though he enjoys it, the 
results arc intangible. 
"It's a good balance," he said. 
Father Paul works with Mary 
Humcnay, the College's other 
Catholic chaplain. Both arc new 
to Ithaca College this year. 
Together they work with student 
committees such as IC Peace and 
the parish council. 
Both also mentioned the 
enthusiasm they felt among the 
students at the· College. 
"There's a profound energy 
here," Humenay said. 
Applications are being accepted from persons interested in working 
20 to 40 hours per week in a grocery store 
environment. Positions are available at our store located 
in Ithaca, NY. Responsibilities will include prompt, courteous customer 
service, accurate cash control, efficient operation 
of the cash register system, cleaning and stocking 
merchandise. Must be available to work anytime between 
6 a.m. to 10 P p.m. Must have a H.S. Diploma or G.E.D. 
Benefits 
""$7Per Hour 
* Paid Major Medical and Dental Insurance 
"" Family Medical & Dental Insurance for $50/Month 
"" Short Term & Long Term Disability Plans 
"" 401 K Plan & Retirement Plan 
~ * Paid Holidays & Sick Days (12/Year) * Paid Vacation after One Year of Service Flexible Schedule Cashiers ~ '.'."".] AL $7/Hour I ALDI 
Applications are also being accepted from persons interested 
in working less than 20 hours per week at our Ithaca store. 
This positipn is designed to work around a flexible schedule. 
Responsibilities will include prompt courteous customer 
service, accurate cash control, efficient operation of the cash 
register system, cleaning and stocking merchandise. 
Shifts available Monday through Saturday 
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
For either position an Aldi representative will be available for you to 
apply in person from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday, 
Sept. 18, at Aldi Foods, 505 Third St., Ithaca, NY. 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Humenay said both she and 
Bonacci look to strengthen the 
Catholic community. 
"You empower people to let 
them flow with their gifts and 
that's what were trying to do," 
Humenay said. 
Kara Roth '98, one of the stu-
dents involved in the "energy" of 
the Catholic community said she 
was enthusiastic about Bonacci's 
arrival. 
"If Father Tom had to leave, I 
am glad it is Father Paul who is 
replacing him," Roth said. 
Humcnay said her main inter-
est is in creating a strong presence 
of correspondence on campus. 
"Father Paul has a wonderful 
sense of greeting people," she 
said. "We need each other to 
make the community a whole." 
When asked if he had anything 
else to say about his new position 
at the College, Bonacci grinned 
once again. 
"I find great joy in being a 
priest," Bonacci said. "Looking 
backward and forward, it's a joy 
both ways." 
riia, SYRACUSE 
~I STUDY ABROAD 
ZIMBABWE • ENGLAND • ITALY 
HONG KONG • SPAIN • FRANCE 
• Wide-ranging courses 
• Internships & senice-learnfng 
• Business programs fn 3 countries 
• Organized study-travel 
• Grants, scholarshl.ps, loans 
• Placement In foreign universities 
SYRACUSE llNMISITY 119 EacUd Anaae Syracase, NY 13244 
800-235-3472 111abroadisyr .eda llttp://1 .. well.syr .eda/ .i,a 
Full Set of Acrylic Nails $3080 
Fills $1800 With Laura 
'"I () '; s \ 1 J '- l ""' - ') - I ( } -, 
~"') / - . . I.' .l ll p' \ , . -- - ' --/ -t . -
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TIAA CIH f' 
5nllJl1un~. 
le> l .-, •• t 
We take a lot of p!lrl(i m q,imnHJ 
high marks from tlw rnc11or rat1nq 
services But the foct i:,, W(!°r/-
equally proud of thli ri1tmq:; v,,. 
get m the mail eve, y d,1·; furn 1 
our part1c1pants !3ccc1u:;(· at 
TIAA-CREF. ensunnq the• fuic1n 
c1al futures of rhe Pducc1t1011 c1n11 
resemch comrnumty 1s o,om1,thmq 
that goes beyond :,tar:; ,md 
numbers So from tli1rJ1t1nn,,l 
and vanablr, annu1t11-,:; t.o !Jf,. 
insurance and perr;cmal :,avmcr, 
plans, you'll find we provide 
the nght choices-and the· 
dedication-to help you c1ch1<ew 
a lifetime of financial goals The 
ratmg services back m, up So 
does Bill 
To receive a free Personal 
Investmg Kit. mcludmg charges 
and expenses, plus our vanahle 
annuity prospectuses, call us at 
1 800 226-0147 Plec1se read them 
carefully before you mvest or 
send money 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it:·" 
•Sowce Morn.lngstar, lnc. June 1997 Morningstar lS an independent aerv,ce that rotes mutual funds o.nd variable annu:ues Ille LOP lO'lb of lund!. mun inwst.mcat cJ.t1>gury II'< t•1.:t• :.-1r- !.""' ... .H!. dn:::!. :..."",• 
next 22.5~ recetwt four atara MornmQ&l41' propneta.Jy raunos relloct hlsloncal rllk-ed.}USUld performanco. ond are sub,ect tochango 11vf'1 y month They a:e c.alc\J.L.1u•d l:crn t.~f' ac-:.-0LL1t !. thrt't.'" 11\.l'- ,111~1 
ten-year average annual r-.urna Ln axcesa of 90-day Treasury blll nttwna 'Mlh appropnate fee adJustrnents. and B nsk !actor t.~1.t refleclli por1otmanc<' bf>low 90-day I' bLll wt~r·L!., The ovei.1:t !>"'tdl 
raungs refened to above are Monungstar'11 published raUllQB, wh)("h 8.18 woMJ,hr.edavoragcs of ttl throo- five- end ten year rnw1g!. lor periods radmg Junfl 10 199? 71w Sl:'?<UOtl• (u:1publ.l.sht.'d) ra:.mys 
for eech of I.he penodl are 
flllllll CRDllocli CIIU- CIIUloclal CREF Global CREPEqulty CREFOrcwth Al!IIIIIIM MMW69PPWIS ~~~ lggl!;lnAmzllm ~ ~ 
Star Ram,g/Number SW- Rating/Number Star Rann11/Nwnber Star Ratmg/Number of Star Ranng/Number of Sta, Ratmg/Numbe1 of 
ol~Equlty of Faxed Income of Domesuc Equity Intema!IOnal Equity Domestic Equity Domestlc EQ'U.Lty 
Accoun111 Rated Accounlll Rated Accounts Rated Accounts Rated Accounts Rated Accounts Rated 3-Year 4/1.423 4/566 4/1.423 5/274 5/1423 5/1423 5-Yeer 4/924 4/364 4/924 5/158 W;~ N/A 10-Year 4/441 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
••1beae top rauno11 aro b4sod on TIAA's excepuonal lmanc1al11Uength, cl&lma-pny1ng ability and overall operatmg performance •••sourco DALBAR I:1.c 1995 CREF celtllicau-11 are d1!.U1bt:u•d by 
TIAA CRE~' 1ndlVKlual and lnsutut1onn.l Se1V1cos For more complete Ulfo1manon. mcludma charges and exp('nsca. please road tho CREF Plospectus offerod above Reed 1t c.i1ef ully b+•foii> you 
invest or aend money 
Tell 5,000 people what's 
on your mind. 
letter to the editor and 
vent your frustrations to thousands 
of people in the 
Zthaca College Cc:mmunity. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
TheITHACAN 
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Yeah, we're 
looking for a 
gym, so why 
Courtside? 
Well, H's 
simple. At 
Courtalde 
when 
you 
want. 
Your 
friends 
mu here, 
amd 
there's 
room to 
move 
sound. 
H'stha 
kind of um you're used 
to. A frlendly lltaff who 
know what they're doing. 
One location - every-
thllQI you need. 
Oh, and one more thing. ... 
It'll cost you .._ than 
lastyesl 
(yeah, WCl'Ye lowered 
ow atudent pl'lcesl) 
rtside 
and Fitress OLb 
-0200 Pin, TrH IH4, 
ecr1ssf11a 
r.tf•://w1Apru1a/Ctarts141 bsl HID Pim 
MARY LAUPPE PATT 
M.S., C.S.W. 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Short & Long Term 
Convenient I.C. location 
Tel: 607-277-2159 
E-mail: Mlauppe@aol.com 
. London $383 
Paris $419 
· Frankfurt $64 7' 
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Fall concert offers slightly tainted 'Wine' 
;•" .· REVIEW.. . . 
' .. 
-·· . : . 
By Melanie Turpin 
Ithacan Contributor 
at1ve and sadly unorigmal. They 
also drew logclher elements of 
variow, musical genre!'> and clas-
sic rock artisb, hut offered hlllc, 
1f anythmg, new. 
Unfortunately, they resurrect-
ed the same technique in a later 
song, robbing the original of its 
uniqueness and adding to the 
monotony of the evening. 
More tiring than God Street 
Wine's flat, recycled melodies 
were their careless lyrics. 
"More tiring than God 
Street Wines flat, recy-
cled melodies were 
their careless lyrics. " One would expect a hand 
called God Street Wme lo he al 
least a fraction as inleresling and 
origmal as its name. However, the 
hand's two and a half-hour show 
Friday, Sept. 12 at the Emerson 
Suites spoke to contrary 
·n1e Ominous Seapod~ opened 
the concert with a standard set 
that consisted of typical pm-hand 
fare. They hegan nearly every 
song with a lazy, drawn-out 
rhythm, slowly huilding up speed 
and intensity and finally hreakmg 
into a livelier, yet repel1t1ve cho-
rus. 
The hand's sound was modest-
ly eclcct1c, hintmg at square-
dance tunes, '70s rock and space 
odysseys, all 111 the !',ame opening 
hour. Lyrics were few and far 
hetween, mostly taking the form 
of amhiguous, made-up phrases 
like "taste sensation overload" 
and "jct-smooth ride." 
The five-man hand 
from Manhauan exh1h11cd 
the influence of the laid-
hack hands of the '60s, 
with a ~leady current of 
organ-like keyhoard from 
Jon Bevo in the hack-
ground, plenty of tedious 
hridges remimscenl of the 
Allman Brothers Band 
and even some incense 
hurning hehind John 
"Tomo" Ostander, the 
hand's drummer. 
Their songs were filled 
with "I got's," like "I got 
a quarter in my pocket," 
from "Mile By Mile," 
while cliches like "love 
is a thorny rose" popu-
lated the rest of their 
lackluster set. 
Uninspiring love songs 
like "Thirsty" were full 
of banal sentiments that 
made one yearn for the 
sparse, fragmented 
lyrics of the Ominous 
Seapods. 
One thing that helped 
to break the monotony 
was the distribution of 
free copies of the new 
God Street Wine CD 
single towards the close 
of the show. 
Packs of students 
surged toward the stage, 
clamoring for the unex-
pected gift. 
Maxwell, spouted auctioneer-
speed lyrics to a square-dancing 
beat. 
They returned for the obligato-
ry encore, which included a hope-
lessly flat rendition of Stealer's 
Wheel's "Stuck in the Middle 
with You," and three other identi-
cal, monotonous songs, "Mock 
Turtle," "Wendy" and "When the 
White Sun Tums Red." None of 
the encore songs succeeded in 
presenting any musical originali-
ty. 
Though both groups main-
tained a decent level of energy 
throughout the perfom1ance, their 
musical voices were lost in a 
seamless jumble of imitative 
music and trite lyrics. 
Unfortunately, this resulted in a 
disappointing concert. 
The set also included some 
interesting effects, such as the 
metallic resonance of an electric 
guitar played with a wire kitchen 
whisk. 
In contrast, the night's featured 
performers were much less innov-
One of the more capti-
vating numhers of the 
evening was a slow, folk 
tune placed among the 
more upheat songs like 
"Arc You For Real?" and 
the opening tune "Driving 
West." Another notable 
song, "Who's Driving?" 
opened with a catchy 
hongo beat and closed 
with an a capella chant in 
which the whole band 
participated. Their voices 
gradually lowered 
throughout the song, clos-
ing it with a dramatic 
stage whisper. 
The Ithacan/Chip Cook 
God Street Wine lead singer and guitarist Lo 
Faber performs at ttl_e Emerson Suites concert. 
After emptying at least 
five boxes of the promo-
tional CDs, the band 
ended the show with a 
dry tune in which the 
band's two vocalists, Lo 
Faber and Aaron 
As the concert came to its con-
clusion, one thing seemed appar-
ent. With obvious talent but little 
originality, it seems the best thing 
God. Street Wine, and maybe the 
Ominous Seapods, could do for 
themselves is t\ike a few more 
risks. 
http://www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Ithaca College Theatre 1997-98 Season · 
Journeys of the Heart 
LOVE'S LABOR'S LOST 
by William Shakespeare 
OCTOBER 2-4 AND 7-U, 1997 
INTO THE WOODS 
music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
book by James Lapine 
OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 1, 
NOVEMBER 4-6, 1997 
RING ROUND THE MOON FEBRUARY 19-21 AND 
24-28,1998 by Jean Anouilh 
MARCH 31-APRIL 4, 1998 
DOWN IN THE VALLEY AND GIANNI SCHICCHI 
by Kurt Weill music by Giacomo Puccini 
libretto by Giovacchino Forzano 
QUILT APRIL 16-18 AND 21-25, 1998 
lyrics by Jim Morgan, music by Michael Stockier, 
book by Jim Morgan, Merle Hubbard, ~
and John Schak 
For more lnfonnatlon, call (607) 274-3915 111111~111SEASON 
MORE FITNESS 
FOR LESS 
You get more hours, more equipment, more 
value when you become an Ithaca Fitness 
member. And your membership is 
never restricted. You have 
unlimited use of all facilities 
all the time. 
FREE with 
Membership: 
Personal Training 
Body Assesment 
MORE: 
Free Weights 
Aerotncs: Featuring the 
Largest Aerobics Room 
1n fown 
Sa~unas Circuit Weight Training Machines 
Nutritional Guidance 
Cardiovascular Equipment 
,nlcuding dozens of treadmills, 
1 19 Third St. _ 272-8779 step machines, rowing machines, bikes, & more 
Mon-Fri 6a.m.-1 Op.m. Sat 7a.m.-7p.m., Sun 9a.m.-9p.m: 
WE 
WANT 
YOU! 
Seniors & Grad Students 
, ....
The recruiters are coming... Did you know that over 75 companies and organizations have representatives 
come to campus to interview interested anididates for full-time positions? Or the!'! were close to 200 
off-campus interview opportunities offered through Career Planning & Placement last year? 
At Career Planning & Placement, we strive to provide opportunties for you to meet and interact with 
employers looking to hi!'! you. In order to have the opportunity to interview ~th them, AU seniors and 
graduate students are kEQUlkED to attend .2JR Ready, Set, Go! seminar . 
. Ready,.Set, Go!. Seminar Schedule 
Ready Set, Go! will prepare you for. 
t The Job Starch 
t Successful Interviewing 
t Specialized Cmtr Services to Heet Your Job Search Objectives and Camr Development Needs 
To register for Ready, Set, Go! and for additional information stop by the Campus 
Recruiting Area, fint floor Gannett Center, 274-1687. 
Sponsored by the Office of Career Planning & Placement 
I 
• 
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lweb sight 
@Web Advertising 
I , vc been grappling with the concept of advertising for some time now. As an 
American kid growing up with 
more television than sunlight, I 
was inundated with it. Kids my 
age implored me to huy the 
newest Transformer, pick up the 
most exciting Coleco Vision game 
yet or to 
invest in 
S O Ill C 
cheese 
singles 
with more 
milk per 
slice than 
the lead-
ing brand. 
I usual-
ly com-
p I I e d 
eagerly. 
The !clevi-
s I O n 
couldn't be wrong, I thought. 
My mother had other ideas, 
and I ended up with the dorky-
hard-to-understand Transformers 
or the gross, oily singles. 
When I was young, ads were 
neat. They were as much fun as 
the shows I was watching on tele-
vision. As I grew, however, I real-
ized how intrusive they really 
were, regardless of the media they 
were in. 
It seemed, however, I had an._ 
escape on the Web. There I could 
read a magazine or a newspaper 
without an ad staring back at me. 
But I sadly found out advertis-
ing has infiltrated the Web too. 
According to a report by Forrester 
Research in Camhridgc, Mass., 
published in the New York Times' 
Cybertime.l', "$480 mil hon will he 
spent on Wch ads this year." 
Traditional ads were at best 
annoying, and at worst, grating 
and evil. They urged you to huy, 
spend money and consume. There 
were stop-gaps, however. You 
could watch the ad, hut it would 
take a concerted effort to climb 
off the couch, hop in your car, 
drive to the supermarket and huy 
some creamy cheese singles. 
Web advertising is more dan-
gerous. It combines the best and 
worst of traditional advertising 
with the short attention spans and 
lazy curiosity of Web users. 
Web ads sit there and invite 
you in. It's like having doors to all 
the greatest shopping centers in 
the world in your living room. 
Users scanning a page will be 
more likely to click out of a site 
when nashing graphics and 
tempting slogans beckon them. 
I'm a user, and I'm guilty. 
I've found that Web ads are 
just as annoying as traditional 
ads. With an ad break during a 
television show, you are forced to 
wait for your show to come back 
on. On the Web, you have to wait 
for graphics-intensive ads to load. 
Things really don't change that 
much with changing technolo-
gies. No computer can weed out 
Search 
annoyance yel. 
And computer ads arc gel!mg 
more invasive and persua~ivc. 
New ~oftware allows ad~ to 
become mteractive cntit1e~. 
Enliven Software 
(http ://www.narrative.com/) 
creates such ads. They mimic an 
AT+ T television commercial (a 
fnghtening s11nilanty ), where you 
can click on a door and a gratmg 
little girl appear~ and yells ~omc-
thmg d1g1!11ed Tru~t me, 1!'~ 
annoy mg. 
I hkcn It to openmg up the 
New York Time.1, starting to read a 
story on, oh, let's ~ay. income dif-
ferences between men and 
women, and you arc d1straetcd by 
an ad. But this isn't your normal 
Macy's ad. Rather, it has fla~hmg 
lights, rotating graphics, and 
droning theme mu~1c. In some 
instances, hands reach out and 
thump your head against the table 
a few times. 
In terms of advertising, I guess 
companies arc doing "the nght 
thing," and Web site owners arc 
just trying to make money 
through ad placement. Do I huy 
it? Not necessarily, but I wouldn't 
have found the Kraft Singles 
Pasteurized Process Cheese Food 
Web page (http://www.kraft-
f o o d s. com/cg i -
bin/product.cgi?PRODUCT _I 
D=l9). It certainly "has the 
creamy, smooth, great cheese 
taste that the whole family 
loves!" 
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Art Club draws 
plan for semester 
By Kate Robinson 
Ithacan Contributor 
Everyone agree~ art 1~ 
important, but only a few wan! 
to get mvolved 111 1l~ crea!lon 
Thar\ where the Art Club 
COllJL', Ill 
Su~an We,~and. a ,pon,or 
for the cluh, ~a,d ,\Hile partICI· 
pant~ have ,old their art 111 the 
Campus Center a, a fund-r,11, 
er Part of the proceed, went to 
!he art1.,t., wlllle !hi: rest wen! 
to fundmg for !he cluh. The 
cluh abo held gallene~ 111 pa~t 
year~ with other college, to 
show off their work. 
'The club ha~ been pre!ly 
productive in the pa,! and they 
have done some intcre~tmg 
thing~." Weisand said. "'D1cy 
have been around for year~" 
Pilar Nadal '99 and Mark 
Naparstek '99 arc the ~tudcnt 
organizers for the group thi:, 
year. Last year they met on 
Sunday nights to hold figure 
drawings. With the funds set 
aside for the club, they were 
able to hire models to come in 
for a few hours. Nadal and 
Naparstek are hoping this year 
will he even better. 
"[This year] we arc trying 
to ~tart fresh and get people 
active," Nadal said. 
An action paint, more fig-
ure drawings and locker paint-
ings in the art building were 
~01nc of !he ~ugge,t1011, d,~-
cu~~ed. 
Figure drawmg 1~ a way to 
develop draw111i; ~kilh hy 
working with the human form 
A model would he lmed to 
come 111 for three hour~. 
"l.a,t year we had a pretty 
good !urn out." Napar~lek 
,,ml "\Ve had a le\\ ,tudenh. 
,<llllL' teachcr, .. md a kw [lL'll-
plc fl(llll !he L'()llllllllllll\ 
,ll()v-.cd up tou .. 
Cullahor,111ve Hka, \\ Jill 
other Ithaca group, were ,ii,<> 
d1,cu~~ed. lkcom111g mvohed 
w1!h other Ithaca group~ will 
ra1,e the awarene,~ of peopk 
"People don't e\cn know 
where the art huild111g ,~ ... 
Nadal ,aid "When I came tu 
look at Ithaca, the tour guide 
didn't e\en know where 11 
wa,. 
They aho d1,cu~.,ed the 
pos~ihil1ty of an exhibit Thc 
an duh thmb an on- or oll-
campu, exh1h11 either 111 eol-
laborat1on wl!h the theater arh 
or on their own III Cerrache 
Center would be a good way to 
get people involved. 
If you want to j01n the art 
club all you have to do 1~ to 
~how up in !he art building for 
the next meeting on 
Wednesday, Sept I 7, at 8: 15 
p.m. You do not need !o he 
enrolled in any art clas~c~ to 
take part in this club. 
... 
ture Show 
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TOP 
1."Rascal King"-Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones 
2."Everlong"-Foo Fighters 
3."Pretty Deep"-Tanya Donelly 
4. "Jackass"-Beck 
5."Dream"-Forest for the Trees 
TEN 
6. "Criminal" -Fiona Apple 
?."Hello Hello"-Talk Show 
8."D'you Know What I Mean?"-
Oasis 
9."Let Down"-Radiohead 
10."Walking on the Sun"-
Smashmouth 
WICB's Top Ten ,s based upon weekly airplay at WICB. 
• The Haunt 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Strangefolk wfTo the 
Moon Alice 
Friday-Last Poets w/Faith 
Saturday-'80s Dance Party 
• Key West 
SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Burlap To Cashmere, 
Dexter Grove and Gloria at 8 p.m. 
Friday-Evolve and Mectapus 
Saturday-Four Side Letter . 
• Common Ground 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9 P.M. 
Thursday-Dance music with DJ Bill 
Friday-Sonia Rutstein at 6:30 p.m.; 
Dance music with DJ Joey 
Saturday-Dance music with DJs 
Calvin and Bill 
• Rongovian Embassy 
SHOWS STARTS AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Hypnotic Clambake at 
9:30 p.m. 
Friday-Danny Speer and the D-
Rangers 
Saturday-The Colorblind James 
Experience 
• Chanticleer Loft 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Friday-Combustable Huxtable 
Saturday-Nozmo King 
• The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Goose 
Friday-Butterscotch 
Saturday-Rampa Room 
OUNDS 
WE 
Billboard's® Top SO-
Compact Discs 
Everyday LOW Prices! 
F eetwoo 
T_tl_E;_Q~NCE 
Mac 
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Sounds of 'Violence' 
It is fairly rare for an award-winning film to have an equally impressive sound-track. However, the soundtrack to "The 
End of Violence," which recently won 
awards at the Cannes Film Festival, lives up 
to the film's promise. 
New artists such as Whiskeytown and 
Eels combine with legends like Tom Waits 
and Los Lobos to create a beautiful melting 
pot of sound. 
As Ry CoO<!er, who also docs the score, 
rip~ into a dusty western-sounding instru-
mental titled "Define Violence," you can 
clearly feel the 
movie s somber 
mood. The spa-
ciousness of the 
Texas countryside 
flies off the strings 
of Cooder's steel 
guitar. 
After a sprin-
kling of dialogue 
from the movie, 
Josh Haden, son of 
jazz great Charlie 
Haden, and his band 
Spain donate an 
exquisite love . 
song entitled "Everytime I Try." The song 
is one of the strongest tunes on this multi-
faceted album. 
Following Haden 's jazzy interlude, the 
album takes an unexpected twist with tech-
no superstar DJ Shadow, who puts forth his 
best funk stylings and grinding beats on 
"Untitled Heavy Beat (pt.1&2)." Later in 
the album, funk kings Medeski, Martin and 
Wood break out some sly beats, adding a 
little spice to the sonic soup on the track 
"Disrobe." 
"The End of Violence" also contains 
great Tex-Mex tunes from The Mavericks' 
Raul Malo and The Latin Playboys which 
accentuate the album's diversity. 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Various Artists 
"The End of Violence" 
Original Motion Picture 
Soundtrack 
1 997 Outpost/Geff en 
Records 
**** 1111 naca ..... - ll'la t c....i, 1a 4 !Nit> 
The most impressive tracks include two 
duets and two songs by more established 
artists. In the first duet Sincad O'Connor 
joins countrymates U2 for a crushing 
"Achtung Baby"-styled rock track "I'm Not 
Your Baby" which captures the duo in ter-
rific bliss. 
The second duet brings together 
Georgia friends Michael Stipe of R.E.M 
and the amazingly talented grassroots rock-
er Vic Chesnutt for a country-flavored song 
about fame called "Injured Bird." 
The older artists that bring their wisdom 
to this soundtrack are Waits, who sings a 
new old-fashioned horrific song, "Little 
Drop Of Poison" and Roy Orbison, who 
brings the haunting power of his music 
from the grave with help from Brian Eno on 
"You May Feel Mc Crying." Orbison 
recorded vocals before his death and Eno 
just mixed in everything else for a new-age 
classic that is a true sign of Orbison's 
exquisite musical style. 
Overall, 'The End Of Violence: Songs 
From the Motion Picture Soundtrack" is an 
impressive mix of creativity that cannot be 
matched. It is a definite must-have for any 
music lovers who want to expand their hori-
zons. 
G u Dally departing m the Ithaca Bus Terminal To R11r York Oliy 
3 Schedules Dally 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
The Dance 
ADAM SANDLER 
What Is Your Name? 
With Convenient stops 1n 
Wutchener & Long llland 
along the L.I.E. &t exits 
49 Melv1lle, 53 Brentwood $1 3 99 co:::cT 
~ Featuring the first track "Hello Hello_"_] 
TALK SHOW $1299 COMPACT 
-- DISC 
$1 299 COMPACT 
-- DISC 
~------, 
, (/~~-IDDal5AffDtmlllD.. 
BUSTA RHYMES 
When Disaster Strikes $1299 COMPACT 
-- DISC 
ON SALE THROUGH SEPTEMBER 28m 
CENTER ITHACA. 0111h,. Cr,nw1un1. 277-4766 l (0',IPlm LIIT Of l~LE 1m110~ TH[ M[R~ET I ;;:: ,_.:r I, ,,r" ?L,"•l\[ 
1,lun •.',Lei 10 Ii• Tl,wr, i, f,, 1 J K • ~.it 10 r, • ~un 12 5 ~";J ,•1.-.. ·, 11_,,,· '"'1~1- rJ ,1,, rr,rn I', :1r1 ,01 ~ ([~TE~ ITHA(A 
E~sy Connection-;:; 
Daily to 
JFK •LaGuardia•r.!ew)rk 
-Ithaca Bai '!ermtil• 
710 Welti lla'8 -~ 
(80'1) 1'1'1-8800 
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Director crafts a winning 'game' 
Everyone likes having their minds screwed with. And nobody docs it better than 
director David- Fincher. 
Therefore it shouldn't really 
surprise you that Fincher chose to 
direct "The Game," a 
dark, morbid puzzle 
with a black sense of 
humor. 
Fincher's first film 
was a debacle known as 
"Alien 3." This film 
failed not because of 
Fincher's impressive 
direction, but the horri-
bly poor script. 
Luckily, Fincher's 
second feature, 
"Seven," had both a 
great script and talented 
cast behind it. In addi-
tion to the solid acting and well-
written script that made "Seven" 
such a gem, it was Fincher's 
direction that made the picture. 
If "Seven" was a grim morbid 
depressing talc, then it's only log-
ical that Fincher chose "The 
Game" to direct next. 
Thanks to Fincher's brilliant 
direction, not only are the actors 
playing the game in this film, but 
the audience joins in 
the fun as well. 
It is Nicholas Van 
Orton's 48th birthday, 
and his brother Conrad 
gives him a gift. It's 
from Consumer 
Recreation Services 
(CRS), a compa-
ny that designs elab-
orate and odd games 
for each player. Their 
mission is to create a 
profile of you, and 
then one day your life 
"game" begins. 
For Nicholas, the game goes 
insane and reaches wild over-
drive. He finds himself hopeless-
ly confused and paranoid. Trying 
his hardest to get out of his game, 
he decides to search for the CRS 
masterminds he hind these 
"games." That only makes things 
worse. 
Michael Douglas play~ Van 
Orton, the uptight, wealthy 
investment banker. He plays the 
role with just the right sense of 
darkness and confusion. This man 
isn't very likable; heck, he can '1 
even smile. But you're stuck with 
him as a player of this game A~ 
the "game" progres~es you even-
tually feel sympathy for him 
because both of you arc in 1h1~ tor 
the long haul. 
The movie succeeds by not 
differentiating between reality 
and fiction. The viewer takes 
every twist and turn right along 
with the characters. A bump here 
in the airport and a spilled drink 
at the restaurant: Did these hap-
pen by accident or is it part of the 
"game?" 
That's just for starters, because 
each level of the game becomes 
In the Company of Men 
* * * "1, By Scott Kanter ~ c~ This movie is brutal. This movie will upset you. This movie 
\ ~ will make you think. 
n i Two men decide to take out all of their frustration and rage 
U- against the cruel and harsh games women play. They decide 
to pick a random woman in their office, and then try to win her al heart through lots of romance and affection. Then, they'll 
, 1"11,,... dump her. 
~ Aaron Eckhart's Chad is despicable scum. His perfor-~ mance is certainly one of the best of the year so far. His per-
formance is exactly what Neil LaBute's brilliant first-time 
screenplay and direction calls for. This is a wonderful film with 
lots of well-crafted dialogue that keeps you thinking and cring-
ing until the "bitter" end. This is a don't-miss movie. 
more dangcrou~. Soon 
guns start ~hooting and 
you have to question JUSt 
how pleasurable CRS' 
"game" really Is. 
It\ here where 
Fmchcr's d1rccIwn suc-
ceeds. The dark lighting, 
swift and manipulative 
camera work, ominous 
musical score and unique 
editing ~tylc he d1~playcd 
in "Seven" all make "1l1c 
Game·· that much more of a llll lalcll,.. .... .,._ 1 (..-st) 114 <mtl. 
d1~1urbmg thnll ndc from hell. Al-;o, "The Game" is the kmJ 
h's fun, but at the same time it'~ of film you -;hould ~cc with a 
exceptionally 1w1s1ed. group of your friend~. hccau~e 
In the realm of movies hkc you' II be talking about It for 
'The Usual Suspects," this is the hours and hours 
type of film you should sec al Just hkc Conrad YanOrton 
least twice. After the film's stales early on in the movie about 
incredible ending, you'll want to CRS's life "games," "It'll make 
replay things in your mind just to your hfc fun." 
sec how it all unraveled again. It's And for tho~c two hours that 
one of those endings where 1f you're watching "The Game" 
someone told you what happens unravel nothmg could be closer 10 
you would absolutely kill them. the truth. 
Copland 
* * * -1- By Scott Kanter 
This film hosts such an all-star cast that just watching them 
eat breakfast would be interesting. Luckily, there's a good script 
and solid direction for them to sink their acting teeth into as 
well. 
The movie presents a quirky, intriguing tale of corrupt cops 
and a small-town sheriff who is deaf in one ear and kind of 
dense. It's nice to see the return of Sylvester Stallone as the 
sheriff in a role that requires acting instead of grunting and 
painful facial contortions. Robert DeNiro, Harvey Keitel, Ray 
Liotta and Robert Patrick all add their respective talents. 
The film works because it's about thought-provoking rela-
tionships. Also, the strong chemistry between the talented 
bunch is something to behold. 
I }r•l? • j' f) j I; tf lsep~r-1~mber 25 
HOYT'S Cl~EMA 4 . HOYT'S PYRAMID MALL 
266-0717 257-2700 
Men In Black 
Mimic 
G.I. Jane 
1/fjFILMS Presents .... 
A Thousand Acres 
Box of Moonlight 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Rouge 
The Lost World 
Bullet in the Head 
Up/Down/Fragile 
The Decalogue Five and Six 
All Over Me 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
The Full Monty 
In the Company of Men 
SAB MOVIES 
274-3383 
Addicted to Love 
Fire Down Below 
Conspiracy Theory 
. Copland 
Contact 
Air Force One 
The Game 
Excess Baggage 
In & Out 
Wishmaster 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Kiss Me Guido 
Career Girls 
My Best Friend's Wedding 
Star Maps 
Call the theaters for showtimes. 
Sun.,11 .\rtil'iti.s Bruni 
--------------------------MEG RYAN MATTHEW BRODERICK 
: ;(/ 
11 
.. 
,, oun~w ram~~ , , n ;;, , . , ;!~n, •. -:~ ,·:1 ~;·· -· ·· -· 2:i-.-~ 
J!il' -m1~1 ; -:,1 Lmu ,: -·.: ;··:1. , :·· ., ,; 1t1~i 1-···· 
:SOB/fl~\-: I 1 -11,i• '/i:i~i1: I .. , .•.•. )F'.01 
R ::_·_-_ . .=:. 
Fri. and Sat. at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
and Midnight ~ 
Sunday at 8 and 11 p.m. 
All Shows $3 
All Shows in Textor 102 
I 
l 
I 
··; 
.. l 
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE. 
And don't worry about the time or the distance . 
• 
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long 01s,ancc and sign up for AT&T 
One Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership to Student 
Advantage"-the largest student discount program ever. 
• AT&T One Rate· only 15¢ a minute on calls from home-to anybody, 
anytime, anywhere in the U.S. 
• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off 
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national 
sponsors-like K1nko's~ Tower Records" and Amtrak~ 
Live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate 
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE. 
Ca 11 1-800-878-3872 
or visit www att.com/college/np.html 
It's all within your reach. 
, .. ,:' •r!1t!~' "•" .•1J/,, :.~~J 1<1·~1't11• •I , ,,[:,:,,•i_p, ,,,,•rt•r• :'1<1'/\ .. ~..;,I 
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PAGE 23 
PERSONALS 
Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
1 or 2 bedroom townhouse, archi-
tect designed, beautiful suburban 
setting, air, fireplace, clean, pets 
ok. 273-9300. 
1 room in furnished townhouse, 
1 1 /2 baths, fireplace, computer 
desk, walk to campus. 273-9300. 
Rooms available near both colleges 
and Ithaca Commons. Wood floors, 
laundry. $340. Includes all utilities. 
387-5897. 
2 br apt 1 mile to IC, 10 month lease, 
furnished parking, heat, water, gar-
bage incl. Pay electric only. Call 
277-3937. 
AUG. 98-99 6 BDRM FURNISHED 
houseon Prospect St. Parking, laun-
dry, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 2 living 
rooms. Extra parking available. 
257-4831. 
Weekend and weekly rentals. Nice 
lakeside cottages for homecoming, 
parents' weekends, fall foliage etc. 
Near Ithaca. Also available for 1998 
Graduation week. 257-3946. 
2, 3, 4 Bedroom Apts. available for 
'98-'99. Spacious, furnished, in-
cludes heat, & on bus route! Defi-
nite must seel Call 272-9361 or 
564-0207. 
6 bedroom house, 98-99, South Hill, 
1 o-month lease. Large, comfortable, 
fully furnished house on S. Aurora 
St. Washer/dryer, lots of parking. 
$290/person includes heat and all 
utilities. cau·Ga 273-7082. 
The General Lee Is for Sale. '79 
Datsun 310. Runs great. needs 
brake work, many new parts, great 
college car. $300. 256-0519. 
Biker chick jacket, black leather size 
10. New, silk lined. Warm, but cool. 
$70. Dr. McPherson Park 240. 
1986 Plymouth Reliant wagon. Exe. 
condition-1 owner. Very little rust. 
Fr. wheel drive--great winter car. 
$1650 or best offer. 273-7082. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Spring Break '98-Sell Trips, Earn 
Cash & Go Freelll Student Travel 
Services is now hiring campus reps/ 
group organizers. Lowest rates to 
Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. Call 1-
800-648-4849. 
"'SPRING BREAK ... TAKE 2 .. Or-
ganize group! Sell 15 ... Take 2 Free. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Barbados, Padre & More. 
Free Parties, Eats & Drinks. Sun 
S ash Tours 1-800-426-n10. 
STUDY IN CUERNAVACA, 
MEXICO, JAN. 1·18 ($1,300), 
PUERTO CABEZAS, NICARA-
GUA, JAN. 6-22 ($1,500) LIMA, 
PERU, JAN.1-25 ($2,100) SPAN-
ISH LANGUAGE AND CUL-
TURE---3 OR 6 CREDITS. IN-
CLUDES AIR FARE, ROOM, 
BOARD, INSTRUCTION. 
SANDRA POLLACK 607-844-
8 2 1 1 
POLLACSOSUNYTCCC.EDU. 
•a:QJ.el!ii E. Gard.n.e::r, J:r. 
H,EAL El!l"TA..T..E . 
A G:rea;t;e:r 8eI.ec1:.1on. o:I 
A..pa,:r't~en.:ta I.II. 1:.b..e 
I'tb..a.ca, A....:rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and U nfumished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277--3232 
4:0~ :iw. Ti..og;a, i!l-t:ree-t 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
ONLY A FEW LEFf ! ! ! 
FOR 1997-1998! 
Rooms, Three, Four, & Five Bedroom 
Apartments Available for 1997-1998 
Rent the entire apartment or a room to 
share graduate or undergraduate 
apartments 
Furnish, free parking,on-site laundry, 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 
THURSDAY, Sr:.PTI:MllER 18, 1997 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 Imes. $1 each additional line 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
Tit! IIIIACAN 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 27 4-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
-----------------------------------
------------~-------~-------------
_____________ ...,. __________________ _ 
----------------------------------
-------------------------------------
---------------------------------
Date(s) to run _________ Category ___________ _ 
Name ___________________________ _ 
Address 
---------------------------
Phone ___________________________ _ 
THIS 
SPACE 
FOR RENT. 
Find your market on the 
Ithacan Classified Page. 
ThcITHACAN 
"The newspaper for tire Ithaca College Community" 
MAKE A 10,000 FOOT 
SKYDIVE 
FINGER LAKES SKYDIVERS 
Open Wednesday through Sunday 
Information & Reservations (607) 869-5601 
http://www.3000.com/fin2erlakes 
.. 
' 
t 
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DILBERT a BY SCOTT ADAMS 
CA.TBE.RT, EVIL ".R. DIRECTOR ~ 
THE. MANOATORY UNPAID 
0\/ERTI ME I5 It'\MORAL. 
IT'S OE5TRO'<ING THE 
QUA.LIT'!' OF I-\'< LIFE.. 
J 
DOGBERT THE CON5ULTA.NT 
lET Mt 00 THE TALKING 
WHEN WE. MECT WITH 
YOUR. 0055. 
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0 
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MlC.E I "LIC.E, MICE. .. u 1-\AYBE THE HEAD Of C 
HUM"-N RESOURCE.~ COMP,ANIE5 ARE . ;; 
DE~lG~ED iO ~~IMIZE 2 SHOULD BE A. ... ~ 
STOCKHOLDER. VALUE, • 1-\UMAN. i NOT EMPLO't'EE \ PRlVATElY I REFER . 
H~PPINE~5. .. TO t-\YSELF A~ THE "O ! 
DIRECTOR OF ors-c :, 
: GP..UliTLEO u\T TOY5. ~ 
0 
A.'5 ~ KNOWJ ANY IDEA ~ ,,,..-------
f~ "THE POINTY-H~I~ ~ CP.UDAf>ILI"N? 
WONDER I5 CR.UO I BUT i, 
WI-\EN YOU ADO MY '! 
1.eILITY, WH"T 00 '<OU i 
• H1'.VE? ---. ,.._-- : 
~ 
c 
:, 
e 1T SAYS '<OU'Ll BE 
I 
• 
0 
u 
'! 1 C._N'T 
/\ND GOOO 
LOOK~ 100! 
\ 
.,.. 
8 RUNNi: NG THE METER t 
I-_· OE5P1,E THf_ RAT AATE. } THEN YOU'LL FEIGN POOR ! ~ 
c LANGUAGE 51'-lll.5 WHEN : 
f .. ULT 't'OOR 
E FFICIENc<, 
THOUGH. 
'--...L..-.......iU....J;lll~.J.a--
i l QUE'5TION YOU. .. 
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IT'S 50 SAO ANO 
Pf.. THE.TIC I '(ET 
50 FUN~'(/ I 
FEEL SOR.RY FOR 
HE.R ALREAO'<! 
) 
~ 'r\ll-~M.\~\.\~ 
i ~~ \-\~ \4 ~---
~ UA HI\ A.NO PEOPLE ~ nt'\ t"\ A51<. WHY I 
~ \II GA.VE UP ON 
! ~ LOCAL GIRLS. 
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THE ITifACAN 
CI-C ~OS 
• {. Y BRIAf·~ SHUS'TER 
-You did NOT build it• 
•0t, no, it's my husband! Quick, get back on the floor.• 
,SPORTS 
fHEITHACAN 
Five for five 
Lakers and Pride shut out 
By Matthew Schultz 
Ithacan Staff 
score when a pass from senior 
midfielder Guillermo Iladoy 
found Driscoll alone in front of 
For the past two years, the the Laker net. Driscoll tried a 
Ithaca College men's soccer team one-timer, but his shot sailed 
has been one of the top teams in high. 
the nation. Yet one team gave the Oswego (0-4) forced six 
Bombers problems both seasons: Bomber corner kicks in the first 
Oswego State. Even though half, including three in under a 
Ithaca dominated each game, minute. By the end of the first 
Oswego squeaked out a win in half, Ithaca totalled eight shots on 
both 1995 (1-0) and 1996 (3-1). goal, compared to one for 
Payback came Tuesday at the Oswego, yet the match remained 
Upper Terrace Soccer Field. scoreless. 
Oswego was outplayed for the "We were a little slow in the 
entire 90 minutes and fell to first half," said senior striker Rob 
Ithaca 1-0. The Lakers entered Perman. "We had a talk at half-
the match with a record of 0-3 time with coach, picked it up in 
and a total of four shots on goal. the second half and did what we 
The South Hill squad arrived with had to do." 
a 4-0 record despite a mediocre Ithaca continl,led to control the 
performance Saturday, defeating flow of the match in the second 
Springfield 1-0. The Bombers are half, as Oswego continued to kick 
now a perfect 5-0 in 1997. the long ball. 
"We didn't play so well on Sophomore midfielder Ryan 
Saturday," junior sweeper Josh Mooney had an apparent one-on-
Hyman said. "We knew we could one with Laker: goalkeeper Neil 
play better. This team has beaten Segerdahl after a pass from senior 
us two years in a row, pretty much striker Mitshel Lavander. But an 
on emotion." Oswego defender took Mooney 
As in the pas~ two years, down from behind eight yards 
Ithaca·, 'dominated.~play with out. but was not whistled. 
mJ~911s scoring chances. Junior Finally, at 59:59, sophomore 
1 
mt'dtfeldet Reade Driscoll, off his midfielder Joao Valerio carried 
o e-game suspension from a red the ball down the right side and 
c d in a matsh against Roc~ester, crossed Jhe -·~all and found 
~~-thi- best. opportunit~ .to _Perman .it alo · _Perman drib-
• --· ~ , .... ·' - \~ _.<. ~~·-... ;;... -~ ·:t ·.(~ ....... 
The Ithacan/Jeff Matus 
Senior striker Mltshel Lavander Is marked by'two Oswego backs 
during Tuesday's one-goal Bomber victory on the South Hill. 
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The Ithacan/Jay Miller 
Ithaca senior striker Mltshel Lavander volleys the ball across the 
field In Saturday's lopsided 1-0 win over Springfield. 
bled into the penalty box and 
blasted the ball in the upper-right 
corner past a diving Segerdahl. 
Oswego tried to tie the game 
with a little over two minutes left 
on a free kick from 25 yards out, 
but couldn't penetrate Ithaca's 
defense. Sophomore goalie Chris 
Lucci faced no shots in the entire 
second half and recorded his first 
shutout of the year as the 
Bombers won by one goal. 
Ithaca outshot Oswego 16 to 
I, but also committed 26 fouls 
compared to 13 for the Lakers. 
Bomber attacks have been 
stopped due to unnecessary 
fouls, putting more pressure on 
the defense to keep the ball on the 
opposing end of the field. 
This is the second match in a 
row that Ithaca opponents ended 
the match scoreless, due to the 
strong backfield led by Hyman, 
senior co-captain Dan Katz and 
freshman Todd McCormick. 
"Dan and Todd pretty much 
shut them down," Hyman said. 
"They didn't get any balls in the 
air. They kept playing balls over 
the top and they weren't going to 
get anything." 
Head coach Andy Byrne ~aid 
he is somewhat frustrated with 
the lack of goals scored but his 
team has not been given adequate 
time to work on things. 
"We strung more passes 
together than we have yet this 
year," Byrne said. "It's a little 
frustrating because we didn't 
score, but that's just the nature of 
soccer." 
Ithaca dropped Springfield 
Saturday, 1-0, also on the South 
Hill in the first home game of the 
season for the Bombers. The 
Pride never generated an ade-
quate attack, but Ithaca misfired 
on numerous chances. 
Ithaca's only goal came in the 
second half when Ryan Mooney 
found Iladoy for the goal. 
"We played medium at best. 
We were a little flat," Byrne said. 
"They weren't as hard in the tack-
le and didn't seem as determined 
as they were Wednesday." 
Two days of practice remain 
before the Bombers face RIT on 
Saturday at noon on the Upper 
Terrace Soccer Field. The squad 
needs to work on finishing scor-
ing chances to be successful 
against the Tigers. 
Ithaca will have to do without 
senior fullback Frank Saraceno. 
He is out two to three weeks with 
a severely sprained ankle suffered 
in Tuesday's game. Senior Matt 
Morrison 1s suffering from a ham-
string pull from the season open-
er and is expected to be back. 
Saturday, Sept. 27. 
Volleyball crushes competition 
By Gerilyn M. Curtin 
Ithacan Contributor 
Head coach Janet 
Gryzmkowski gained her 200th 
win, the team is two for two in 
tournament victories and junior 
setter Jill Finochio received tour-
nament MVP for the second time 
in as many tournaments. It was 
definitely a sensational weekend 
for the Bombers. 
The volleyball team success-
fully defeated its opponents, 
claiming the Brockport 
Invitational title for the third time 
in the last four years. 
The team crushed SUNY New 
Paltz in the championship match 
Saturday 15-1, 15-4 and 15-6. 
Finochio passed out 24 assists 
and senior middle hitter Heidi 
fllichols totaled 12 kills. 
"I was very proud of how my 
athletes finished the tournament, 
even though New Paltz wasn't as 
strong as the -teams we had just 
played," Grzymkowski said. 
"They didn't come down to New 
Paltz's level. They never gave 
New Paltz a chance to get into it." 
Junior middle blocker/hitter 
Christine Ansley agreed on the 
team's competitiveness. 
"It was interesting because 
even though it was the final, it 
was a weaker &earn," Ansley said. 
"I was happy that no one let down 
or lowered our level of play." 
Grzymkow~ said Finochio 
deserved· the M\'P honor because 
she raised her level of play for the 
tournament. ' 
"It's 'a great·ihonor for Jill and 
the team wheAAnc of the players 
gets MVP," Clatymkowski said. 
"The intcrestiQB1hing about a set-
ter is chat in Qlller to look great, 
she has to hive great hitters 
around her." · 
In the semifinal match, Ithaca 
defeated Cortland, 15-8, 15-12, 
10-15 and 15-12. Finochio tallied 
30 assists and 20 digs, Nichols 
compiled 19 kills, 14 digs and 11 
blocks and junior Daria Skuza 
added eight kills and 15 digs. This 
was an impressive win for the 
South Hill squad, as Cortland 
ranks eighth in Division III and 
defeated the Bombers in all 
encounters last season. 
"I think we played very well 
against Cortland," freshman out-
side hitter Rusdi Sumner said. 
"We went to four [games] with 
them, but we played hard the 
whole time. We really wanted that 
match." 
The Blue and Gold downed 
Binghamton Saturday, 15-17, I 5-
4, 15-9 and 15-11. Finochio 
dished out 35 assists and 15 digs, 
Nichols contributed 16 kills and 
Ansley added 10 kills and six 
blocks. 
"I was very pleased on 
Saturday with how we distributed 
the ball and how diverse our 
offense was," Grzymkowski said. 
"Jill orchestrated a beautiful 
attack and utilized our hitters 
quite well." 
The Bombers suffered a loss 
against RIT Friday, 15-17, 10-15 
and 12-15. Finochio compiled 28 
assists and 12 digs while Nichols 
contributed 14 kills, nine digs and 
six blocks. 
"RIT is a good team, and 1f 
you don't play well against a 
good team, they are gomg to take 
it to you," Grzymkowski said. 
"We were off all over the 
place, not just in hitting, but in 
passing, serving and blocking," 
she added. 
Ithaca (7-1) has an opportunity 
to avenge its only loss when it 
faces RIT on Friday. 
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Irregular road trip 
To the "average" college stu-
dent, a road trip is a weekend 
without sleep, highlighted by par-
ties, strange places and 
headaches. TIHS weekend, my 
three housemates and I embarked 
on such a voyage, only this one 
also included a golf tournament. 
Leaving Ithaca behind, we 
ventured to Sutton, Mass., where 
a sampling of the PGA's best 
duked it out at the CVS Charity 
Classic at Pleasant Valley 
Country Club. Though the event 
lacked "Tiger," it did serve a~ a 
warm-up for fellow Ryder Cup-
er's Justin Leonard, Jim Furyk 
and Brad Faxon. 
At first, I was a bit skeptical 
about the trip, but a handful of 
VIP passes, which included free 
food and beverages at the club-
house, quickly changed my mmd. 
Just as one may look upon a 
golf tour-
nament as 
a strange 
destination 
for a col-
lege road 
trip, my 
friends and 
I were 
looked 
upon as 
"strange" 
from the 
members 
of Pleasant 
Va 11 e y, 
who had probably hoped for 
another relaxing day at the golf 
course. 
After settling al the 17th 
green, we quickly made our prc~-
ence known. Sticking out like 
four ~ore thumbs in the h1ghl) 
conservative crowd. we "cnthu~1-
a~tically" cheered the acl11cvc-
ments of each pas~mg golfer. 
For example. it seemed that 
everyone's birdie attempt on thi: 
hole rmssed right, which frustrat-
ed the crowd almmt as much a~ 11 
did the golfers. Finally. a~ Btll 
Gias~on, who was leading the 
tournament at the time, lined up 
for a 30-foot birdie attempt, my 
housemate yelled, "AIM LEF[!" 
to which a handful of older spec-
tators responded negatively. 
Glasson aimed left, ~ank the 
pull, and we replied with more 
than a golfer's clap. 
The same responses can be 
expected next week, when the 
bragging rights of the world of 
golf are decided in Valderrama. 
Spain, at the 1997 Ryder Cup. 
The Cup features America's best 
taking on the premier golfers of 
the European Tour. 
The other "Fall Classic" ,~ 
sure to boil the blood of both the 
professionals and the spectators, 
just as it did m 1995 when the 
Europeans emerged victorious. 
That year, the Ryder Cup was 
in road-trip striking distance, in 
Rochester. Perhaps this year, I 
should book a flight to Spain. 
- '1 
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Noseguard arrested for DWI 
For the third time in two 
weeks, an Ithaca College foot-
ball player has been arrested. 
Senior noseguard David 
Lup1a was arrested al 400 
West Stale Street Sunday for 
allegedly driving under the 
influence. Lupia. 21. wa~ 
,~~ued tickets tor DWI. 1urn-
111g w11hou1 ~1gnalmg and hav-
mg a blood alrnhol conlenl 
greater than 10 percent. 
accortling lo police. l.up1a ha~ 
a clly court date ~chedulcd for 
Oct. I. 
Head football coach Mike 
Welch said he suspended 
Lupia for thi~ week·~ game 
against Mansfield, but Lup,a 
1s practicing this week. 
Lup1a, Welch and Director 
of Intercollegiate A1hlc11cs 
Betsy Alden had no comments 
regarding the incident's effect 
on the football program. Lupia 
did not violate the team's 
drinking policy. 
J.V. volleyball drops opener 
The Bombers' newly formed 
squad lost 11s first match 
Thursday against Elmira. The 
learn was poised and ready to 
play as they jumped out to a 15-
10 first-game win. However, 
Elmira came back to win the next 
three games. 
Sophomore Jessica Dair said 
playing on junior varsity provides 
expcricm:c and helps player~ bet-
ter !heir pcrfomiance. "I think 1l 
will help keep us in ~hapc and 
kccp us aiming for our goal of 
trying lo excel," she ~a,d 
Head coach Lou Del Sol was 
pleased with the team's first per-
formance. "I think at times we 
were spectacular," Del Sol said. 
"In the last three games we 
missed key ~erves to close the 
game out, but I'm proud of 
them." 
Fall squads in full swing 
The baseball team defeated 
LeMoyne Saturday, 2-1. The 
Bombers trailed 1-0 in the ninth, 
but with a runner on third and two 
outs, senior Bob Ruggiero blasted 
a two-run homer to give Ithaca 
the win. It downed Mansfield 
Sunday, 20- I 3. 
On the newly named 
Kostrinsky Field, the softball 
team opened its fall season 
sweeping a doubleheader. The 
Bombers posted a 6-0 win over 
Cazenovia and a 9-0 victory 
over Cortland in the nightcap. 
Milestone for Grzymkowski 
Head coach Janet 
Grzymkowski earned her 200th 
career victory Saturday at the 
Brockport Invitational when 
the team downed Binghamton, 
3-1. Her record is 202-57, with 
a winning percentage of. 798. 
New field hockey J.V. squad 
Due to a huge turnout on the 
varsity field hockey squad, 
head coach Tracey Houk decid-
ed to form a junior varsity team 
to give players an opportunity 
to receive more playing time. 
The players who do not com-
pete in the varsity game are eli-
gible to play in the junior varsi-
ty game immediately following 
the varsity match. The first 
game is on Saturday after the 
Hartwick game at I p.m. and on 
Sunday versus William Smith. 
Last chance cheering tryouts 
The final cheerleading try-
out for transfer students and 
freshmen will be held tonight 
from 7-9 p.m in the Hill Center 
Dance Studio. For more infor-
mation, call 375-2968. 
Compiled by Kristen Muenzen, 
Michelle Dorsch and 
Adam B. Ellick 
11 a.m. - 3 a.m. 7 da~ a week TRY OUR TOFU WINGS 
Q~UVERY 1"14_ 
9:-«.,~ Open Daily '1-(_.,_ 
<( at 11 AM .?" 
' I/,., ~~~~~ 
'0.:~ PIZZERI1\ 
Wings • Calzones • Subs • Pasta 
272-1950 
FREE PEPSI WITH EVERY PIZZA 
Ithaca's Biggest Calzones 
Guaranteed! 
(Over 14" Long, Only $5.75 Each, 
Includes Sauce!) 
Also Available: subs, spinach 
squares, jalapeno poppers, 
gourmet pizzas, pizza fritte (fried 
dough), mozzarella sticks, chicken 
fingers, fried pickles, mozzaronl 
sticks & 14 different pasta dinners pllffll~-----. 
2 MEDIUM I 32
-sllce pizza CHEESE PIZZAS I 2 Doz. Buffalo I d 1 I I Wings I a_n our . I 
2 "bl • d medium peps1s I 9 80 as I ONLY I 
I $18·50 I $11.00 I 
L----.J----..1 
I Three l1e"Large Pizza I 
I I One Dozen I 
114" Calzones I Wings I 
I I & I I FOR ONLY I two I 
I $14 OO I Medium Pepsis I 
· $11.00 L----.J ____ .J 
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Running to fourth 
Junior Meaghan Brady paces women's 
cross country for second straight week 
By Kevin Cohen 
Ithacan Staff 
The best possible way to begin 
a season is to finish first, but for 
the women's cross country team, 
finishing fourth Saturday wac; just 
as good. 
Cortland (52 points), Geneseo 
(95) and Houghton College (97) 
all finished ahead of the Blue and 
Gold at the Pat Peterson 
Invitational at Oswego. Ithaca 
(126) earned fourth place without 
one runner in the top I 0. 
Houghton 's Krista Ruth 
(18:42), Genesco's Becky Doktor 
( 19: 14) and Cortland's Cynthia 
Lauzon ( 19: 18) were the top three 
finishers, while Ithaca College 
junior Meaghan Brady was the 
top Bombers finisher for the sec-
ond straight week, improving her 
time by 53 seconds. 
Sophomore Cara Devlin 
crossed the finish line at 20:34 
followed by senior Laura Werner 
at 20:51. Seniors Leah Crivello 
and Doreen Huntsberger rounded 
out Ithaca's top five. 
"I was happy with my time," 
Huntsberger said. "The whole 
team ran really well. This team 
has great depth and every week 
somebody new could come out 
and finish in the top five." 
Although Bomber head coach 
Kelli Bert was unable to attend 
Saturday's meet because she was 
attending a wedding, she still had 
positive things to say about her 
team. 
"I was pleased with the re~ults 
of the meet," Bert said. "This 
team has incredible potential and 
great depth." 
Graduate assistant Deb 
Denehy stood in for Bert at 
Saturday's meet. 
Senior co-captain Heather 
McGimpsey thinks the team is on 
the verge of becoming a strong 
squad.· 
'This was a great beginning 
point for our team," McGimpsey 
said. "We ran really strong and 
everyone ran together." 
Running collectively is some-
thing that has been stressed by 
Bert since the beginning of the 
season. So far it has worked pret-
ty well. 
"Having the top five runners 
finish with times as close togeth-
er as possible 1s the ideal situa-
tion," she said. "That is what all 
cross country teams strive for." 
This was the first of five 
straight invitational meets on the 
road for the Bombers. 
'The invitationals arc getting 
us ready for the two major meets 
at the end of the season," 
McGimpsey said. "The regional 
and national meets are what we 
are all looking toward." 
The Blue and Gold compete at 
the Williams Invitational on 
Saturday at 12 p_m. Ithaca placed 
fifth at the meet in 1996. on· Sept. 
27, the squad travels to Cortland 
for the Cortland Invitational. 
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Disappointing debut 
By Adam Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
Mike O'Donovan stood in the 
back of the end zone gripping the 
faccmask of hts helmet. His tan-
gled sweaty hair recked of sweat. 
It was then the Bomber quarter-
back did something more impres-
sive than he had done in the pre-
vious 60 minutes of football. 
He cried. 
Yes. The star quarterback 
cried. These wcrcn 't joyous tears 
that trickled through his eye 
black, dripping off the edge of his 
scraped chin; these were tears of 
sadness and frustration. 
But the tears were proof that 
O'Donovan, who started for the 
first time with "his team," was 
distressed about losing after a 10-
5 season opening upset against 
Division II Mcrcyhurst 
University. 
the offense into the cndzone 
Saturday afternoon. "I could have 
played better. I've got to improve 
on my pcrfonnancc [this week]." 
The offense was like a student 
who studies all week for a final 
exam, but forgets everything the 
day of test. It drove and drove and 
drove, accumulating 398 total 
yards. Ithaca pushed inside the 
five yard line twice, yet never 
entered the end zone. 
The loss was Ithaca's first 
opening day defeat since 1987. 
Three turnovers and several men-
tal miscues plagued the team 
throughout the game. 
"We have to bounce back from 
this, take care of our sloppy mis-
takes, eliminate the penalties, and 
just do the basic stuff," said co-
captain and offensive tackle 
Briggs Bedigian. 
attempt never happened, after 
sophomore holder Scot! Wilson 
hobbled a perfect snap. 
Those three points would have 
made the game's fmal seconds 
less tense. Trailing l0-5 at the 
two yard line with 21 seconds 
remaining, the Bombers had to 
score seven. Bomber head coach 
Mike Welch made what might he 
the gutsiest and most controver-
sial call of the year. With no time-
outs left, he called a running play 
out of Ithaca's rare wishbone 
offense. 
"It was certainly a gamble," 
said Welch, who also said he 
noticed an opening on the inside 
of the Laker's defensive line. 
"But you've got to go with what 
you think is going to work and 
certainly I am not afraid to do 
that. I said to those guys, 
'Hcnny's [Hicmine.1.] going to 
walk in."' 
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O'Donovan (20/40, 291 yards) 
is giving Bomber fans a special 
treat. First he cried, demonstrat-
ing his concern, and then he 
spoke, admitting his mistakes. 
Besides an actual victory, what 
more can a fan ask of a leader? 
O'Donovan overthrew receiv-
er after receiver. Junior Matt 
Buddenhagen, sophomore Abe 
Ceesay and seniors Chuck 
Thorton and Troy Canada were 
consistent, catching almost every 
pass within reach. But a receiver 
can only catch what's thrown his 
way. Many third down passes 
were not catchable. 
Sophomore Hcnny Hicmcnz, 
the five-foot-ten-inch, 205 lb. 
fullback, walked into the Laker 
line, gaining a mere yard. 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
Senior Dave Nelson (4) and the Bomber secondary gave up zero 
passing yards In Saturday's 10-5 season opening defeat. 
"I made a lot of mistakes," 
said the junior, who failed to lead A second quarter field goal 
Ithacan Staff/Suzie O'Rourke 
Juntea: ~~arterback Mike O'Donovan (3) passed for 291 yards vs. 
Mercyhurat Saturday but It was not enough for victory. 
"We should have blocked it 
better," Bcdigian said. "That is 
not a coach's problem. That is an 
offensive line problem." 
"Maybe [the play calling] will 
change next week," Ccesay said. 
"But it is [Welch's] decision." 
"I was very surprised they 
went with three backs," said 
Mercyhurst defensive coordinator 
Mark McNellic. "I was still think-
ing play-action pass. We were 
playing our base goal line 
[defense]." 
If Welch chose to pass, the 
offense probably would have had 
three more plays to score. Instead, 
O'Donovan managed to spike the 
ball and set up one final attempt 
with four seconds left. 
One final chance to mask the 
opening blues. Rolling out of the 
pocket, the athletic quarterback 
saw the reliable Thorton alone in 
the endzonc. O'Donovan's pass, 
thrown across his body, lost 
velocity and the ball fell short, 
directly into the hands of 
Mcrcyhurst defender Bob 
Brickley. 
"When you don't score m the 
red zone, certainly you arc con-
cerned," Welch said. "You've got 
to convert the points and we did-
n't." 
The offense had numerous 
chances to score in part due to the 
Bombers' swanning defense. In 
the final three periods, the 
defense, led by senior co-captain 
Scott Frieary's three sacks and six 
tackles, limited Mcrcyhurst\ 
option offense to 51 yard~ and 
three first downs. 
"We arc really happy with the 
intensity and abillly of our 
defense to play that way," Welch 
said. 
With encouraging dcfcn~ivc 
support, the Bomber offense 
demonstrated the ability to move 
the ball down the majority of the 
field. Now the team must learn to 
~core. After all, scoring v.111~ 
games. And winning game~ will 
put the Blue and Gold in the po~t-
scason. 
"In '94 we lost to Man~f1cld 
here at home and then ended up 
winning seven m a row and gomg 
to the Final Four," Thorton ~aid. 
"The season is dcfm1tely not 
over." 
On Saturday, the Bomber~ 
travel to Mansfield Univcr~lly. 
k1ckrng off a three-game road 
trip. It is a pnmc opportunity for 
Ithaca to learn from its opcnm[.! 
day blunders. 
'"Your biggest 11nprovement~ 
come between week one and 
week two." ~aid McNellie. an 
a~sistant coach at Mcrcyhur~I 
··I Ithaca 1~] go111g to he a great 
footh.111 team before 1t 1~ all 
done." 
And for Mike O'Don(l\.tn. 
week two is a chance to produce a 
different sort of tear~; tear~ of tri-
umph. 
St. Lawrence slaps women's tennis with first loss 
By John White 
Ithacan Staff 
Domination. This is one word 
to describe St. Lawrence's 7-2 
victory over the women's tennis 
team Friday. St. Lawrence (2-0) 
improved its series record to 22-4 
over the Bombers (2- I ). 
"They were tough," senior co-
captain Alex Ricchi said. 'They 
played so much better than improved her singles record to 3-
Hartwick and Elmira that it was 0, but said she can still strengthen 
like a slap in the face. If we had her play. 
played a [stronger] team before 'Tm happy with my play so 
St. Lawrence, I think we would far this season, but I can always 
have done a lot better." ~prove," Umen said. "In prac-
Junior Rachael Umen contin- tice I need to work on my consis-
ued to be a bright spot for the tcncy." 
Bombers, coming from behind to The third doubles team of 
beat Beth Carr in the sixth singles junior Gina Specksgoor and 
slot, 0-6, 6-4, 6-3. Umen sophomore Jaimie Daniello 
improved to 3-0 on the ~cason. 
cruising to an 8-2 victory over 
Carr and Britta Watters. 
Senior co-captain Cann 
Snyder teamed with sophomore 
Julianna Barbieri at second dou-
bles, losing one of the closest 
matches of the day, 8-6. Barbieri 
played her first match after miss-
ing the first two due to a sprarncd 
ankle. 
··1 played okay, but I wa~ d1,· 
appointed we didn't \\ 111 the 
match," Barh1cn said. "Cann ,111d 
I had many opportun1t1es to !1111,h 
II, but WC JUSI J1dn ·1 put an~ th111l_.! 
together." 
On Friday the Bomber, tr.1\d 
to Rochester to play one of their 
fiercest rivals. Ricchi ~aid Ithaca 
needs to be mentally prepared f(lr 
the match to win. 
£ of Ithaca ONE MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA 
& 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAN[ 
DINNER ENTREES FOR ONLY 59.95 
INCLUDES BOTTOMLESS SALAD AND 
ENDLE.'lSGARUC CHEESE BREAD! 
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273-2288 ~ 
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HJddock Provencal 
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Chicken MJrsala 
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Cnun-h1 Alfnmo 
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Czar's reign continues 
By Ryan Lillis 
Ithacan Staff 
So you thought the Czar's 
1e1gn was dead? Think again. 
Assistant track and field coach 
and ex-assistant foothall coach 
Larry "C1.ar" Czarnecki has 
changed roles and is now in 
charge of the fall track prngram. 
Czarnecki was the focus of exten-
sive news coverage last winter 
fol lowing his controversial 
release from his duties with the 
football team, 
'Tm excited to hring _in some 
of the things that we found suc-
cc~sful 1r1 foothall to the track 
arena to sec if they can make us 
hettcr," Czarnecki said. 
Czarnecki has been involved 
with collegiate athletics for 23 
years, 16 at Ithaca. Though he has 
hccn involved with foothall for 
this entire period, he has 22 years 
of experience in track and field. 
He admitted he was embar-
ra~~ed hy the prolonged process 
of his release. However, he has no 
regrets about his time w11h the 
foothall team or how his release 
on Feb. 12 was handled. 
'Tm the krnd of guy that looks 
forward," he said. "I have no hll-
ter feelings and I'm going to do 
my job right now and offer my 
experti~e to the track program. 
Czarnecki 's trans111on from 
football to fall track has been 
cased by his willingness to accept 
the new role and to move on from 
past responsibilities. 
"During the [fall] season, I'm 
not going to have anything to say 
ahout football and certainly that 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
Larry Czarnecki Is now the head of the fall track and field pro-
gram after being released from his football coaching duties. 
might be something that people 
would he interested in," he said. 
His presence as full-time head 
of the fall program was recog-
ni1.cd hy athletes on the team. 
Senior Mark Bowle~. who has 
been coached hy Czarnecki for 
his entire collegiate career, says 
his in0uencc will he invaluable. 
"In past seasons, our workouts 
have been very general because 
nf the lack of a full-time coach in 
the fall," Bowles said. "Now we 
have Czar and we can concentrate 
more on our certain events." 
In the past, the fall program 
was headed by either a graduate 
student or fifth-year senior and 
lacked a serious weight-lifting 
schedule. Since his transition to 
head of the fall track program, 
Czarnecki designed a more struc-
lured training schedule that 
includes four days a week of run-
ning workouts and an organized 
lifting regiment. 
Head track and field coach Jim 
Nichois, who has worked with 
Czarnecki for 11 years, is opti-
mistic ahout the change. 
'Tm very excited about the 
possibilities of what is going to 
happen from this fall and my 
hope is that this change is a per-
manent change," he said. 
Czarnecki 's athletic duties 
continue into the indoor and out-
door track seasons, when he is in 
charge of field events. He will 
also continue teaching. 
Now,, instead of dealing with 
the nickel defense and the blitz, 
Czarnecki is concerned with the 
triple jump and the shot put. 
YOU DEMAND POWER, 
SPEED, AND MOBILITY. 
$300 
Power MacIntosh" 6500/250 
32/4GB/12XC0/33.6 Modem 
Multiple Scan 15AV/l2/Zlp Orlve/Kbd 
Now $2,459** IIUOU REBATE 
cash back* 
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Men cross second 
By Cori Laurino 
Ithacan Staff 
·-------------~-
The men's cross country 
team proved to be a dominat-
ing force among teams from 
New York State by placing 
second in the Pat Peterson 
Invitational at Oswego 
Saturday. 
Finishing only seven points 
behind Cortland, the Bombers 
overcame many rivals includ-
ing RIT, Binghamton and 
Oswego. 
"It's our starting point," 
head coach Jim Nichols said. 
"This lets us know where we 
are in relation to other teams 
in the state. Last year, we tied 
for fifth in this meet and now 
we 're starting off with a sec-
ond place, which is a big 
improvement." 
Finishing in the top IO for 
Ithaca were juniors Ian Golden 
(sixth place, 26:37) and Eric 
Sambolec (eighth) 27:01 ). 
Seniors Andy Weishaar 
(27:35), Erron Hubbell 
(27:39), Chris Waldron 
(28:35) and junior Paul 
Stoeckel (27:45) also turned in 
respectable times. Along with 
the veterans, freshman Matt 
Trolio (27:49) competed in his 
first collegiate live-mile race. 
Nichols was impressed 
with the performances of the 
athletes. 
"We had some very good 
individual efforts," he said. 
"Eric Sambolec did a great job 
and Ian Golden [did well] as 
our top finisher. Matt Trolio 
did a nice joh in his first five-
mile race." 
Team members were proud 
of their accomplishments, but 
remain focused on long term 
goals. 
"It feels great [to do well in 
this meet], but it's just a start-
ing point," Golden said. 
Sambolec was pleased with 
the team's progress in terms of 
chemistry. 
"We're coming along real-
ly well," Sambolec said. 
"We're all healthy and doing a 
great job of running together." 
The Bombers have a string 
of consecutive weekend com-
petitions ahead including invi-
tationals at Williams, Cortland 
and Boston. Nichols has a 
plan of action to keep the team 
running strong. 
"The next two or three 
weeks are high quality meets 
that we're going to try to work 
ourselves through, but we're 
not going to peak for them," 
he said. "It will be interesting 
to see if we can continue to do 
well in those meets while in 
our base training mode." 
The team will continue to 
train hard in preparation for 
the national qualifying meet, 
which·. takes place Nov. 15. 
With plenty of time to prac-
tice, Ithaca's chances of 
advancing continue to 
improve. 
The squad travels to the 
Williams Invitational on 
Saturday. 
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ONE ... TWO ... THREE STRIKES YOU'RE OUT! 
Freshman Gabe Roane (3) swings at a third 
Inning pitch In Saturday's 2-1 win over Le 
The Ithacan/Tania Sng 
Moyne. Ithaca trailed 1-0 for nine Innings 
before a two run homer sealed the victory. 
WEEK2 
THE TEAMS 
Mansfield University (0-2) 
(Div. II) Mansfield, PA 
Head coach: Joe Viadella (3rd year) 
Team captains: Sr. RB Jason Donadi, Sr. LB 
Matt Guzevich 
Last week: Lost at Westminster, 34-12. 
Ithaca College (0-1) 
(Div. III) Ithaca, NY 
Head Coach: Mike Welch ( 4th year) 
Team Captains: Sr. OT Briggs Bedigian, Sr. 
DE Scott Frieary 
Last Week: Lost to Mercyhurst, 10-5 
HEAD TO HEAD 
All-Time Series: Ithaca leads 5-4 
Last Meeting: Ithaca won at home in 1996, 59-
23. 
INJURY REPORT 
Mansfield: will not announce 
Ithaca: Sr. Eric Amorese, hamstring 
KEY PLAYERS 
The Mountaineer defense gave up 295 yards 
rushing and four rushing touchdowns against 
Westminster Saturday. Senior comerback J.J. 
Cleaver and junior free safety Matt Hanley both 
lead the unit with 15 tackles. Redshirt freshman 
linebacker Gabe Kamarousky made with 15 
stops. 
Senior Jason Donadi powers the offensive 
attack for Mansfield. He gained 111 yards 
against Westminster and is fifth in career rush-
ing. Senior quarterback Mike Keating filled in 
Recycle 
this 
Ithacan 
vs. 
for injured sophomore Lucas Smith. He passed 
for 104 yards with an interception. The huge 
offensive line is lead by six-feet-six-inch, 307 
lbs. sophomore Mark Bristol. 
The Bomber defense yielded zero yards pass-
ing against Mercyhurst. Senior defensive end 
Scott Frieary notched six tackles and three sacks. 
Leading the squad in tackles were senior line-
backer Tim Myslinski (nine) and sophomore 
linebacker Rich Pasquale (eighi). 
Junior quarterback Mike O'Donovan, despite 
completing just half of his passes with three 
interceptions, threw for 291 yards. Junior flanker 
Matt Buddenhagen caught six. balls for 119 
yards. 
STAFF PREDICTIONS 
Jay Miller, Sports Editor: "Defense solid 
again, offense improves slightly. Bombers win, 
16-10. Cornell's 24-21 opening day victory over 
Princeton makes it a city sweep." 
Margie Obreza, Sports Editor: "The 
Bombers bounce back after a disappointing 
debut to down Mansfield, 21-13." 
Adam Ellick, football beat writer: 
"O'Donovan demonstrates progession as the 
offense scores the first touchdown of the season. 
Ithaca, 20-9." 
Jon Alhart: "The defense will continue its 
stellar play and the offense will capitalize on red 
zone opportunities. Ithaca rebounds to rout 
Mansfield, 34-7." 
Compiled by Jon Alhart, Ithacan Contributor 
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Compiled by John Davis and Lindsey Saltzg1ver 
"What are your sentiments about 
raising salaries in professional 
sports?" 
"I think they get paid enough as it is. 
If they really loved the sport, they 
would play for enjoyment and not for 
the money." 
Chad Bautista '00 
Exploratory 
"I agree with it. People pay to see the 
players, not the owners." 
Troy Canada '98 
Exercise Science 
"I think it's a good idea. In the long 
run, people that work really hard 
should be paid more." 
Diana Curcio '01 
Biology 
"I don't think they should make that 
much money." 
Kate Giberson '01 
Broadcast Journalism 
"I don't agree with it. They should be 
playing for the love of the game, not 
the love of money." 
Dom LoRe '99 
Physical Education 
"Players are being ridiculous with the 
amount of money considering they're 
only working half the year." 
Tim Rauschenberger ·oo 
Social Studies 
Next week's question: 
What professional sports player would 
you like to see play another sport and 
why? 
Drop off your response at the Ithacan office 1n Park 269, 
email us at Ithacan@1thaca.edu or call 27 4-1 o 17. 
Your thoughts are due by Monday at 5 p.m. 
BILLIARDS LOUNGE 
171 E. State Street 
Lower Level, Center Ithaca 
(Enter Green Street Side) 
ThcITHACAN 15 of the Best Pool Tables in Ithaca 
"The nt•111.1paper for the Ithaca College Communitv" 272-7665 ARCADES TOO 
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Field hockey keeps record unblemished 
By Kelly Jo McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
- ----- ---- - - - ---- - --
The field hockey team 
rcmarncd unbeaten with a 2-1 vic-
tory at Brockport Tuesday. Their 
4-0 record is the hcst start for the 
I3omhcr, ,incc 1985. 
Senior forward K11n 
McCrn~~on ~cored her \Ccond 
goal of the ~ea,on. a~si~ted by 
tUllllll Kelli Coppola. Senior 
.\IC\a Hou,cr al\o notched her 
l1rst goal ol the \Cason with IX:5.~ 
kit 111 the contc,t. Hmht:r Wa\ 
.1~,1qcd hy \Cllllir Lc,IIL· <,rccnc. 
'"\Vt: lool-,.cd a l1ttk \loppy 111 
the first half, but picked it up rn 
the second half," Houser said. 
"We were a little nervous about 
Brockport because they had just 
beaten Cortland." 
Junior · goalkeeper Jen 
Stoncburg made six ~aves m the 
effort. Brockport\ goal was the 
fir~t allowed hy the Port Byron 
native since the · opener against 
Houghton. cndrng a 175-nunute 
,corclcs~ \treak. 
The dcfcn~1vc effort mark\ the 
eighth Cllll\L'CUllve time Ithaca 
held 11<, opponent to one goal or 
k\, 
Brm:1'pllrt head L·oach Anmc 
Fowler said it was an outstanding 
effort hy boih teams, however, the 
Eagles had trouble matching the 
Bombers' speed. 
"[Ithaca] has great speed up-
the field and the defense pres-
~ured our hitters well," she said. 
"We had plenty of opportunities, 
hut needed to capitalize more on 
penalty shots.·· 
ll1e Bombers defeated NCAA 
D1v1~1on II finalist Lock Haven, 
1-0 Saturday. l11c wm marked the 
fourth time 111 a 23-gamc history 
Ithaca dcfratcd the Division II 
pl iwcrhousc. 
Greene ~cored the unas~1~tcd 
game winner with 14:47 left in 
the game. It was her first goal of 
the season. 
Despite the fact Lock Haven 
has been such a burden for the 
Bombers, head coach Tracey 
Houk was not surprised by her 
team's performance. 
"I know it was a big win, but 
we played very well," she said. 
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE! 
Split results for women's soccer 
By Darryl Haberman 
lth,1c,111 Staff 
Rookie m1df1eldcr Jc,~1ca 
D1Manno h,1~ given the \\Omen\ 
~occer team ~omethmg to ~mile 
ahout, dc~p1te ~ome early wa~on 
blue~. D1Manno recorded mnc 
po111t, 111 her la,t three game~. 
mclud111g five over the weekend 
at the William S1111th Tournament. 
D1Manno notched one goal 
and two helpers m a 4-1 druhb111g _ 
of Wilmington and accounted for 
the lone goal 111 a 2-_I defeat to 
ho~t \Vilham Smith. The team 1s 
110\\,' 2-2-1. 
Head rnach M111dy Quigg and 
company pnde thern~elve~ on 
total team rm,ductllln. \\ h1ch 1~ a 
mu~t for the tough ,cl1edulc they 
play. 
"\Ve have one ut the mw,t 
cu111pet1ll\e ~cheJulc~ 1n the 
region and 111 the country for 
D1v1~1on III \occer." Quigg said. 
"To he the he,! you have to play 
the he~t .. 
Sunday at the William Snuth 
Tournament. D1Manno's one goal 
and two a~~1~t effort paved the 
way to victory. In the end, four 
Bombers found the net 111cluding 
Junior eenterback Nicole Tropea, 
freshman forward Samme Miller 
and senior forward Bufli Long. 
DiManno is pleased with her 
first collegiate games and secs 
herself as ju~t one of the tools 111 a 
v.ell balanced attack. 
"Personally. I feel like I fH in 
really well." \he ,aid. "We all 
have different ahli111es and com-
plement each other on the field." 
William Smith. who lmt 3-0 to 
the Bomber~ la,t season 111 the 
pl.1) oils. came out Saturday with 
revenge 111 m111d. The Herons 
Jumped out 2-0 in the first half 
and never looked back. Ithaca 
played wcll m the second half hut 
It was to no avail as the home 
team held onto a 2-1 victory. 
Semor co-captain Jamie 
Bonter was disappointed after the 
lo~~-
"Our main goal is to play a full 
90 mmutes with high level of play 
and concentration," she said. "We 
looked great in the second half, 
hut the first half we didn't come 
out on the field on top of our 
game. If we play like we did in 
the ~econd half, we will win the 
rest of our games." 
DiManno emphasized her 
team's commitment to winning 
the rest Df the sea~on. 
''We're fimshed losmg," she 
\aid. "l definitely can sec imme-
diate v1ctone~. I feel confident in 
the team\ de~irc to wm." 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
Sophomore pitcher Robin Simson and junior catcher 
Sharon Orchard practice for their fall softball games. 
--.---_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-:_-_-_-_-:..._-_-_-_-_-_-:..._-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-:_-_-:_-_-_-:_--,~ r.============================================;, =::: __::: __ ~~-= .. :=. =_ ==,1 
ATTENTION 
OFF-CAMPUS 
STUDENTS 
YOU CAN PICK UP YOUR 
COPY OF THE 
1997-1998 
STUDENT HANDBOOK 
Get yours at the Campus Center 
Information Desk 
Today! 
-.VE'LL~UY 
YOU~ 
OL~O~'~! 
Bring your old compact discs 
and tapes to the 
STUDENT UNION 
NORTH FOYER 
SEPT.18 or SEPT. 19 
and receive 
TRADE CREDIT 
OR CASH!!! 
10 a.m. - 3p.m. 
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SCOREBOARD GAME PLAN ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK Men's Soccer (5-0) 
Saturday, 9/13 
Ithaca def. Springfield 
Tuesday, 9/16 
Ithaca def. Oswego 
Field Hockey (4-0) 
Saturday, 9/13 
Ithaca def. Lock Haven 
Tuesday, 9/16 
Ithaca def. Brockport 
voueyban (Z-1 ) 
Friday, 9/12 
RIT def. Ithaca* 
Saturday, 9/13 
1-0 
0-0 
1-0 
2-1 
15-17, 10-
15,12-15 
Ithaca def. Binghamton* 15-17, 
15-4, 15-9, 15-11 
Ithaca def. Cortland* 15-9, 
15-12, 10-15, 15-12 
Ithaca def. New Paltz* 15-1, 
15-4, 15-6 
*Brockport Invitational 
POLL POSITION 
Men's Soccer 2nd in NSCAA 
1st in 
Northeast Regional 
Cross Country 20th 
in Div. Ill Coaches Poll 
Volleyball 15th (tie) 
in AVCA Coaches 
Div Ill Top 15 Poll 
Women's Ieonis (~-1) 
Friday, 9/12 
St. Lawrence def. Ithaca 
Women's Soccer (2-2-l) 
Saturday, 9/13 
William Smith def. Ithaca• 
Sunday, 9/14 
Ithaca def. Wilmington* 
*William Smith Tournament 
Football (Q-l) 
Saturday, 9/13 
Mercyhurst def. Ithaca 
Women's Cross Country (1-0) 
Saturday, 9/13 
Pat Peterson Invitational 
Men's Cross Country (0-1) 
Saturday, 9/13 
Pat Peterson Invitational 
7-2 
2-1 
4-2 
10-5 
4th 
2nd 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
Women's Soccer 
vs. RIT 
Saturday, 9120 @ 3 p.m. 
Saturday's match against RIT poses a 
challenge for the Bombers, who were vic-
torious, 1-0 in an overtime thriller, 364 
days prior to Saturday's game. Ithaca is 8-
1-1 against RIT overall. This week's game 
could make or break the Bombers' season 
and a win could propel the team in the 
right direction. The squad is in cozy Ithaca 
for its next four matches and a home 
stand, starting with RIT, will be crucial to 
the team's success this season. Look for a 
low scoring, well fought game. 
-
Thursday, 9/18 
Women's Soccer vs. Oswego 4 p.m. 
Friday, 9/19 
J.V. Football@ Cornell TBA 
Women's Tennis @ Rochester4 p.m. 
Volleyball @ Rochester 
Tournament TBA 
Saturday, 9/20 
Men's Cross Country @ Williams 
Invitational 12 p.m. 
Women's Cross Country @ 
Williams Invitational 
Men's Soccer vs. RIT 
Field Hockey vs. Hartwick 
Football @ Mansfield 
Women's Soccer vs. RIT 
Tuesday, 9/23 
12 p.m. 
12 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
Women's Soccer vs. Alfred 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, 9/24 
Field Hockey@ Scranton 4:30 p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. Binghamton 
Volleyball vs. Geneseo 
3:30 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
ITHACA VOLLEYBALL 
COACHING RECORDS 
~ Yrs. W ,I,,, Tied Pct. 
Sara Rich 12 30696 3 .759 
Janet 
Grzymkowski 5 202 51 0 .798 
Jane Jacobs 3 115 33 0 .777 
Sheila Deam 4 90 87 0 .508 
Jane Arnett 1 25 13 0 .658 
Nancy Hicks 3 10 9 1 .525 
Barbara Blodgett 1 4 1 0 .800 
Totals 29 745 289 4 .720 
Jessica DiManno 
Women's soccer 
Freshman midfielder Jessica 
DiManno led a struggling women's 
soccer squad 
to a muchl 
needed 4-1 
win over 
Wilmington 
Saturday. 
Sunday, she 
scored the 
only goal in a 
2-1 loss to 
William Smith. 
Over her past three games, DiManno 
recorded nine points, including five 
over the weekend in the two-game 
William Smith Tournament. 
SPREAD THE WEALTH 
Women's Cross Country 
18 separate finishers 
Men's Soccer 7 different goal scorers 
Women's Soccer 4 separate goal scorers 
Football 6 different players caught passes 
DONUT DILEMMAS 
Notable athletes off to slow starts: 
Erika Neilson 
Field Hockey 
Heather Edwards 
Women's Soccer 
Rebecca Helmets1e 
Volleyball 
0 Points 
0 Points 
0 Total Blocks 
A New Calling Plan 
Just For Ithaca College 
Domestic 
• No more confusing mileage bands 
• One rate per time of day· 
Day • 15C/min. 
Evening • 13.SC/min. 
Night/Wknd • lOC/min. 
International 
• Free international access 
• Newly reduced rates 
• Automatic savings for existing customers 
THE BIG PICTURE 
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Not Just K1ck1ng Around 
Martial Arts Club d£mo pr£s£nts stud£nts with 
alt£nat1v£ ways to sp£nd th£1r fr£€ tlm€. 
Photos by M1chdl€ M€y€r 
After only a year of martial arts, Peggy Beuz '99 secretary of the club breaks a 
board in half with her roundhouse kick. 
Chrissie Esswlen '00 kicks over Wal-Kwong Hui, a 1995 graduate In sport exercise sci-
ence, In the joda, pronounced hoda, the game where capoelra comes alive. 
Eric Scott '99 does a one-handed handstand from his 
newest passion, a Brazilian fighting dance called 
Capoelra. 
Showing off for the camera. Ian Undaay '98 exhibits the aglllty he has 
gained from four yean of martial arts . 
. _., 
Not Just a coach: Chris Pritchard talu to 
students after the demonstration. Pritchard Is 
the advllOI' of the Martial Arts Club and senael 
of the Jujitsu Club. 
